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The Navy has been emphasizing intermediate
level maintenance on its ships as a way to
improve operational readiness and increase
the time between major overhauls.

However, the Navy's interr, ediate mainte-
nance program has evolv'd without suffi-
cient consideration of such basic issues as

--defining and quantifying work require-
ments,

--identifying ways to assess and improve
productivi-y,

--analyzing operating costs and possible
economic alternatives, and

--evaluating the impact of changing
maintenance concepts.
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COMPTrOLLR ONrRALL OF 111' UNITEO STATE
WAHINGTON, OD.. WsM
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To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report discusses the basic issues the Navy needs
to consider in determining the optimum level of intermediate
maintenance support for its ships. Cnce the optimum lIvel
is known, the most appropriate numbers, capabilities, kapa-
cities, and geographic location can be determined. The re-
port also presents several alternative- to increase produc-
tivity and reduce maintenance costs at this level of support.

This is our first review of the Navy's intermediate
maintenance prgqram and is palt of our continuing effort to
drtermine ho, che military -an improve its maintenance pro-
(,ram.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Account-
ing Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), the Accounting and Auditing Act
of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67), and 10 U.S.C. 23i3(b).

We are sending copies of this report today to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget, and the Secretaries of De-
fense and the Navy. g A J

Comptroller General
if the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S THE NAVY'S INTERMEDIATE SHIP
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS MAINTENANCE PROGRAM CAN BE

IMPROVED

DIGEST

In recent years, the Navy has emphasized
intermediate level maintenance on its ships
as a way to improve operational readiness
and increase the time between overhauls.
(See p. 4.)

This maintenance i performed-by over 29,000
Navy personnel onboard 25 tenders and repair
ships and at shore activities. Personnel
and operatinj costs for these activities
in fiscal year 1976 were about $497 million.
(See p. 4.)

Tenders are large ships with crews ranging
from about 670 to 1,270 personnel. Often
compared to floating cities, tenders provide
a variety of repair services to other ships
as well as the facilities and services re-
quired to rupport their own crews. Modern
tenders uL ally contain over 50 repair shops,
including electronics, calibration, electri-
cal, machine, foundry, welding, pipe, opti-
cal, printing, photcyraphy, sheet metal,
weapons repair shops, and chronometer re-
pair. (See p. 2.)

The peacetime roles of mobile (tenders) and
shore activities are iuentical--they per-
form regularly scheduled repairs on ships
which are normally in their home ports.
In wartime, however, the roles differ.
(See p. 2.)

War plans call for the deployment of most
tenders to forward areas. This enables
ships to obtain battle damage and other
repairs near the scene of action. (See
p. 10.)

According to the Navy, the wartime need
for forward support dictates that at
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least part of the Navy's maintenance
capability be mobile. (See p. 2.)

The current wartime and peacetime inter-
mediate maintenance activity levels have
developed without systematic consideration
having been given to many basic issues.

CONCLUSIONS

Scientific engineering studies are needed
to measure the Navy's intermediate main-
tenance workload under peacetime and
wartime conditions. These studies would
enable the Navy to estimate its total
maintenance requirements more accurately
and determine what portion of these re-
quirements needs to be mobile.

The efficiency and economy of peacetime
intermediate maintenance operations can
be improved. Some improvements can be
made within the existing organizations.
To achieve these improvements, the Navy
should:

--Perform only necessary work.

-- Improve -:orkload screening and schedul-
ing to assure that the optimum trade-
off is achieved between maintaining
skill proficiency, keeping personnel
productive, and repairing material
economically.

-- Improve productivity. Such improvements
have been impeded by the ineffective
management information system and by
a lack of well-trained personnel as-
signed to repair shops.

-- Improve budgeting procedures so they can
more accurately project future require-
ments; current manpower requirements are
overstated.

In addition, there is potential for dramatic
improvements in intermediate maintenance
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operations. To realize this potential the
Navy should:

-- Define and measure work required to support
the intermediate maintenance roles, empha-
sizing the wartime workload, and matching
this with the peacetime workload.

--Determine the most effective way to provide
this support; that is, with mobile or shore
activities located overseas or in the United
States or a combination of means.

-- Identify ways to assess and improve pro-
ductivity.

--Analyze operating costs and possible eco-
nomic alternatives.

-- Evaluate the impact of changing maintenance
concepts. (See pp. 7 to 14.)

For example, the Navy has not analyzed how
much maintenance would be required under
the conditions of modern warfare--the number
of ships that would be lost, the types of
casualties that would occur, and how much
of this work could be done by the tenders
and repair ships. (See pp. 16 and 17.)

Past studies which attempted to measure mobile
repair facility requirements used repairs
performed in peacetime as a basis for deter-
mining wartime requirements. (See p. 17.)

No determinations were made concerning whether
repairs actually made should have been made,
what would happen if they were deferred, or
whether they would be necessary in tne
forward areas of conflict. (See p. 17.)

Once wartime requirements have been defined
and the most appropriate level of effort
established--the numbers of activities,
their capabilities and capacities, and
whether they should be mobile or ashore--
then the peacetime maintenance can be made
more effective and economical. (See pp. 17
and 18.)
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As much as possible, intermediate mainte-nance capability ashore should be favored,since in all respects--facility costs,
operating costs, and personnel utilization--
shore maintenance is economically superiorto the tender.

For some of the alternatives available topromote ,eficient, economical peacetimeopcration--issuning that the wartime
capabili.y/capacity is greater--see
pages 14 and 58.

PECOMMENDATIONS

The SecLetary of the Navy should:

-- Use scientific, engineering analyses todefine maintenance work that should be
performed at each maintenance l'vel duringpeacetime and wartime and quantify total
requirements. With such analyses, anoptimum intermediate maintenance activityeffort can be determined and minimum nec-essalry mobile capacity can be defined.

--Assess the requirements of new mainte-nance concepts on intermediate levelcapabilities.

--Reassess the need for new mobile inter-mediate maintenance activities and de-activate those not essential for wartime
emergencies. Reassess the need for neeshore activities in light of peace andwar requirements. Also, where feasible,
reduce redundant maintenance functions
and work centers.

-- Improve productivity. (See pp. 58and 59.)

AGENCY COMMENTS AND GAO'S EVALUATION

The Navy agreed with most of GAO's evalua-
tions, conclusions, and recommendations.
It added that the Navy has many programs
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for correcting the majority of problems
GAO identified and will add new programs
where needed. (See app. V for the Navy's
complete comments.)

The Navy agreed only in part with GAO's
conclusion that current operations had
evolved without systematic consideration
of many basic issues. It stated that
since 1975, these activities have received
substantial consideration, leading to
numerous projects aimed at developing a
capability which will satisfy both war-
time and peacetime requirements.

GAO agrees that the Navy has undertaken
numerous projects aimed at determining
the most appropriate maintenance levels
for war and peace, but they will only
benefit the future. Current conditions
continue without benefit of these analyses.

It is essential that these analyses re-
fine the requirements and address the
issues GAO raised. GAO reported that
no wartime requirements had been estab-
lished for the shore activities. The
Navy responded that it had completed
a study of the wartime workload for
shore activities. Although GAO's
analysis of this classified study was
brief, GAO has the same concerns ex-
pressed over past Navy studies. (See
p. 21.)

GAO commends the Navy for its efforts
in trying to define intermediate mainte-
nance requirements. The difficult
analyses may take years to complete. GAO
will continue to monitor the implementa-
tion of its recommendations to determine
the effectiveness of corrective actions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Keeping naval vessels up to date and combat ready re-quires large expenditures of funds and a tremendous mainte-nance effort that ranges from simple servicing to majoroverhauls. In fiscal year 1976, the Navy spent $1.5 billionto maintain its 476 ships and an estimated $2 billion willbe spent in fiscal year 1977.

The Navy has adopted a multilevel approach to ship main-tenance which, depending on the type and complexity of work,places responsibilities at three different levels. Organi-zational level maintenance is normally the responsibility
of ships crewmembers. Tasks performed at this level in-clude inspecting, servicing, and lubricating equipment.
Intermediate level maintenance it done by designated inter-mediate maintenance activlties (IMAs) for direct support ofthe fleet. (See app. I.) Assigned work includes calibrat-ing, repairing, or replacing damaged or unserviceable parts,components, or assemblies; modifying material; and providingtechnical assistance to ship maintenance personnel. Depotlevel maintenance is done by shipyards and other designated
Indusitril-type activities. These activities are generallyresponsible for making major ship overhauls, conversions,
modifications, and repairs to end-items and components.

In practice, the distinction between the three main-tenance levels is not always clear. However, Navy policy
provides for performing ship maintenance at the lowest
practical level.

The IMA purpose in war and peace is the san---provide
intermediate level maintenance to customer ships. Its roles,however, are different because the scenarios under whichstheir customers operate are different.

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL MAINTENANCE

Although all IMAs have similar repair capabilities,
each is configured to service particular types of ships.Mobile IMAs include (1) destroyer tenders and repair ships
which service surface vessels and (2) submarine tenderswhich are configured to service either attack submarinesor missile submarines.



Althoucn referred to as mobile, the Navy does not use
these IMAs for repair work while they are moving either in
peacetime or wartime because it is not feasible or safe to
do so. The mobility refers to the capability of the vessels
to move from one anchorage to another to place them reason-
ably close to the vessels they are to service. The IMAs
servicing operations are done at their anchorages, In peace-
time, except for training exercises and selective deploy-
ments overseas, most tenders remain anchored a' their home
port.

Tenders are large ships with assigned crews ranging
from about 670 to 1,270 personnel. (See picture on the
following page.) Often compared to floating cities, tenders
provide all the facilities and services required to support
their crews in addition to providing a variety of repair
services to other ships. Modern tenders usually contain
over 50 repair shops. including electronics, calibration,
electrical, machine, foundry, welding, pipe, optical, print-
ing, photography, sheet metal, and weapons repair shops. Ap-
perndix IV is a representative list of repair shops/centers
on a tender.

Shore-based IMAs include (1) support groups, fleet
maintenance assistance groups (FMAG), and the Development
and Training Command, all three of which primarily service
surface vessels and (2) submarine support facilities which
service submarines. Most shore IMAs were established in
1972 as part of a program to provide meaningful shore bil-
lets tor personnel who spend a disproportionate amount of
time at sea. These personnel have skills which, for the
most part, are needed only onboard ships. The shore IMAs
allow these persons to work in their skill area while on
shore duty.

Initially designed to assist ships in organizational
level maintenance, these facilities quickly evolved into
IMAs and today many have essentially the same repair capa-
bilities as tenders.

In peacetime, the roles of mobile and shore IMAs are
identical. Both perform regularly scheduled repairs for
ships which are normally in home ports. According to
the Navy, it is the wartime need for IMA support in for-
ward anchorages that dictates that at least a portion of
this capability be mobile.
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In recent years, the Navy haa emphasized intermediatelevel maintenance on its ships as a way to improve opera-tional readiness and increase the time between ship over-hauls. This maintenance is currently performed by over29,000 Navy personnel on 25 mobile and at 9 shore IMAs.The table below shows total costs for these activitiesover several years.

Estimated
1974 1975 1976 1977

Total IMA costs (millions) $397 $454 $497 $558

Since 1969, the total number of ships in the Navy'sdctive fleet has decreased by 49 percent. During the sameperiod, the number of mobile IMAs decreased by 29 percent.As shown in the table below, this results in the average
tender servicing fewer ships.

Fiscal ear
196I§ 1971 1975 19751976

Total Navy ships 926 702 584 496 476Total mobile IMAs 35 29 27 25 25Number of ships per mobile
IMA 26 24 22 20 19

This table does not include new and expanded shore-based IMAsestablished since 1972.

By 1981, the Navy plans to buy nine new tenders at acost of over $2 billion to replace nine tenders which are30 years or older. Four of these arc already under construc-tio-. Depending on their material condition and their serv-ice capability, these old tenders will either be scrappedor placed in the mothball fleet. Currently, the mothballfleet has only two tenders which are categorized as poten-
tially available for wartime duty.

The Navy also plans to spend a great deal of money toimprove its IMA capabilities by assigning over 1,000 addi-tional sailors to existing IMAs and by improving facilitiesand personnel training. For example, it will spend $180 mil-lion to modernize six shore IMAs. Another $29 million willbe spent to upgrade the capabilities of su- ace tenders andrepair ships.
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Mobile IMAs are large and costly vessels and millionsof dollars are being programed to buy new and upgrade
existing ship and shore IMAs.

This report explores the problems associated with iden-tifying the most economical ways of managing peacetime re-sources while assuring that there will be maximum respon-siveness to wartime needs.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

Our review included Navy policies, procedures, and prac-tices in providing intermediate level maintenance support tothe fleet. We also examined maintenance records and veil-fied, on a test basis, the accuracy of various records.Additionally, we observed maintenance practices aboard seventenders and at three shore IMAs.

We directed our review primarily at those aspects ofthe intermediate maintenance program which appeared to war-rant particular attention. Our fieldwork included visitsto the following:

Naval headquarters commands:
Chief of Naval Operations, Washington, D.C.Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C.

Naval operating commands:
Commander in Chief, Atlantic Fleet, Norfolk, VirginiaCommander in Chief, Pacific Fleet, Pearl Harbor, HawaiiCommander, Submarine Force, Atlantic Fleet, Norfolk,Virginia
Commander, Submarine Force, Pacific Fleet, Pearl Harbor,Hawaii
Commander, Naval Surface Force, Atlantic Fleet, Norfolk,
Virginia

Commander, Naval Surface Force, Pacific Fleet, San Diego,
California

Commander, Naval Logistic Force, Pacific, Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii

Mobile IMAs:
U.S.S. Dixon (AS-37), San Diego, California
U.S.S. Hunley (AS-31), Charleston, South CarolinaU.S.S. L. Y. Spear (AS-36), Norfolk, Virginia
U.S.S. Orion (AS-18), Charleston, South Carolina
U.S.S. Samuel Gompers (AD-37), San Diego, CaliforniaU.S.S. Shenandoah (AD-26), Norfolk, Virginia
U.S.S. Sierra (AD-18), Charleston, South Carolina
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Shore IMAs:
Development and Training Center/Fleet Maintenance

Assistance Group Pacific, San Diego, California
Fleet Maintenance Assistance Group, Norfolk, Virginia
Surface Force Atlantic Support Group, Charleston,

South Carolina
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CHAPTER 2

ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED IN DETERMINING

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE EFFORT

Having adopted a multilevel ship maintenance strategy,the Navy should determine peacetime and wartime capabili-ties, capacities, and manning requirements for each main-tenance level. Because of the large sums of money involvedand the potential impact on the combat readiness of Navyships, these determinations require an integrated approachand careful consideration of many key issues.

At the intermediate maintenance level, the Navy hasbegun many programs intended to correct the majority ofthe problems identified in this report and is developingnew programs to deal with problems not covered by existingprograms. But based on our analyses of these programs anda recently completed study of wartime requirements forshore IMAs, further consideration and analyses of the is-sues is required to determine how productive the activi-ties are and how well the information systems report pro-ductive time. Accurate productive time can then be usedto project peace and war requirements and to determinewhether new activities should be built or existing onesmodernized.

DETERMINING LEVEL OF EFFORT
FOR INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Defining the proper level of intermediate maintenanceeffort--i.e., the number of IMAs, organization, manning,and capabilities in both peace and war--requires consideringseveral issues. Of primary importance is the delineation ofwork required at the IMA level, emphasizing the wartime work-load and matching this with that required in peace.

Through war-gaming, modeling, and analyses of past,present, and future work at each maintenance echelon, totalIMA requirements can be measured and overall parametersof IMA effort can be established. Other issues, such asproductivity, costs of operations, and changing maintenanceconcepts, also require careful consideition, particularlyin assessing the IMAs peacetime role.

7



QuantifyinH the workload

A primary issue in determining the IMA level of effort
is the quantification of the wartime workload--what mainte-
nance is essential, who will do it, and how and where it
will be performed. Some factors which should be con'tdered
are:

-- How much battle damage can be expected and what por-
tion of it can be repaired by deployed tenders?

-- How much capability exists in friendly ports?

-- What imp.ct will the increased tempo of operations
have on maintenance requirements?

-- How much of this increase is offset by wartime
losses of ships?

-- What portion of the current peacetime requirements
can be deferred, for how long, and can some be elim-
inated?

Indepth analyses and investigations are needed to
answer such questions. Having established total wartime
intermediate repair needs, the next step is to consider
geographic location requirements for IMAs and the poten-
tial for using overseas and U.S. coastal facilities in
support of war plans. This is discussed further under
mobility issues below.

We are not, however, suggesting that wartime needs
can be established with any precision. There have been
no major naval engagements since World War II, and the
technology of warfare at sea has changed radically as
have the nature and composition of the naval forces of
our potential adversaries. Therefore, past experiences
is probably a poor guide from which to predict wartime
requirements.

Nevertheless, the military services have developed
sophisticated war-gaming and modeling techniques from which
to predict battle damage and losses to their forces.
Thus, despite the potential imprecision in such predic-
tions, there is a basis for estimating the wartime re-
quirements. However, as will be seen in chapter 3, the
Navy has made only the most elementary efforts to estab-
lish its wartime requirements. Although the Navy did not
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concur with this conclusion, we believe it is accurate.
This is discussed further in chapter 3.

Once the wartime needs have ntsn estimated, determining
the prese.it and future peacetime worki.ad is the next issuet' be addressed. Detailed, engineered analyses should be.,ade to answer such questions as what work should be performedat this maintenance level rather than at the organizational
or depot levels. Current work ?huuld be evaluated to deter-mine wi.ether it is essential or merely "busy work" and whether,
in fact, essential work is being accomplished.

By matching war and peace maintenance needs, it may bepossible to adjust IMA peacetime requirements to promote
more efficient and economical IMA operations. This can beachieved as long as plans are made to have trained personneland facilities available for a timely transition to a war-
time level.

For example, an analysis of wartime needs might showthat because of casualties, including battle damage, an IMArequirement exists for manufacturing certain items, such as
piping elbows or valve parts.

To accomplish this, a pattern shop to make wood moldsand a foundry shop to cast these items might be consideredessential. Further analysis would then be needed to deter-mine whether all IMAs need this capability and whether itshould be mobile. Finally, this wartime requirement shouldbe matched with peacetime needs.

Since there is no battle damage in peacetime and sinceit may be more economical to buy than to make these typesof parts, the peacetime requirement for such repairs maybe minimal. Also, the amount of peacetime scheduled main-
tenance may not be sufficient to productively employ thepersonnel in these shops. If not, make-work projects tokeep people busy may become commonplace--as we believe ithas in certain shops. Through these workload analyses,alternatives can be selected which promote maximum economicaland efficient benefits in the TMA peacetime organization andprovide for wartime surge capaoility.

In light of modern warfare, the destructive capabilityof weaponry, and the advances in the means for providing
logistic support, other matters to consider are whether
carpenter, pattern, foundry, photo, printing, typewriter
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repair, etc., shops are absolutely necessary in war and
whether they should be on mobile platforms close to the
hostilities. A sample listing of repair work3hops/centers
for a mobile IMA is shown in appendix IV.

Mobility requirements

Once total wartime requirements have been quantified,
additional analyses are needed to determine whether some
IMA capability should be mobile or if all requirements can
be filled at shore facilities. According to the Navy, the
wartime IMA role dictates that at least some of this support
be mobile. Navy war plans call for deploying most mobile
IMAs to areas near the scene of hostilities to repair battle
damage and perform other casualty repairs andc maintenance.
The Navy says that this reduces the time required for custo-
mer ships to go to and from their operating areas for main-
tenance, which in turn reduces the number of combat ships
required to cover the assigned area.

As indicated earlier, mobility in this context means
that the IMA capability is in the form of a ship which can
move from one location to another if necessary, not that
the ships perform maintenance while moving. For the most
part, maintenance is not done while the IMA is moving be-
cause it is either not feasible or not safe. The locations
must be protected from hostilities and sheltered from rough
sea conditions. The capability to move exists, but once
the ships arrive at their planned stations, they must re-
main at anchorage to accomplish their mission. Further
movements of the vessel would depend on hostilities in the
area or changes in planned scenarios.

How essential is the
mobility requirement?

There are no shore-based IMAs overseas. The Navy says
that the reasons for this are (1) a shore-based IMA cannot
move when hostilities or changed plans warrant it and (2) any
facility on foreign soil is in danger of being lost through
changes in the political environment and are subject to nego-
tiation and renegotiation for their use.

While the Navy positions against shore-based facilities
sound plausible, the same could be said of the problems faced
by the other two services.
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The major contingency scenario is in the European area.
We have large air forces and ground forces deployed in Europe
which must provide for various levels of maintenance require-
ments in land (shore) based facilities. All services must
plan for facilities in different locations when scenarios
warrant it. And Air Force and Army facilities on foreign
soil are subject to the same political vagaries of the inter-
national scene as the Navy's.

Since we rely on our North Atlantic Treaty Organization
allies to authorize appropriate support facilities for the
Army and Air Force, the reasons cited by the Navy for not
considering shore-based IMAs in Europe do neat appear to be
valid, at least for the European theater.

The Navy did not concur with our observation. They said
that; (i) Navy forces must be as self-sufficient as possible;
(2) naval forces must be able to conduct sustained operations
anywhere in the world; (3) retaining a minimum mobile repair
force is just as important as mobile logistics support or
having adrquate personnel; (4) the mission of the Navy differs
from that of the Army and Air Force because ships are designed
to be independent from shore support for long periods.

It may be essential to maintain a minimum mobile repair
force to satisfy contingencies which might occur anywhere
in the world. We believe, however, that the most predictable
and demanding war scenarios should have the most weight in
determining whether 25 tenders represent the minimum mobile
repair force level.

In other words, because the European war scenario is
considered the most predictable and demanding one, a major
portion of naval forces will presumably be committed to it.
If the Navy's role is 'o provide sea control and power projec-
tion in the European vicinity as well as controlling the re-
supply sea lanes between Europe and the United States, then
the United States and allied countries' shore maintenance
capabilities might be an effective means for supporting much
of the Navy's wartime maintenance requirement.

This would presumably reduce the mobile IMA requirement
and yet, if necessary, allow for some mobile IMAs to satisfy
maintenance needs in less demanding scenarios wherever they
may occur in the world, and for which no shore capability
exists or is feasible. See chapter 3 for further discussion.
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Although there are no shore IMAs in the Pacific area,there are four repair facilities which do depot level type
work and are capable of performing IMA work. They are lo-
cated in Hawaii, Guam, the Philippines, and Japan. Most
often the mobile IMAs in the Pacific are in the same ports
where these facilities are locatel. This colocation was
also true during the Navy's most Intensive action since theKorean war, the Vietnam conflict. Mobility does not appear
to have been a key factor in ship maintenance in the Pacific
in recent history.

As evidenced in congressional testimony, the Navy has
been, because of economics, attempting to phase down the
Guam repair facility and move the repair work to the Philip-
pines and Japan. According to the Navy, it is less expen-
sive to repair ships in the Philippines because of the labor
costs and less expensive for ships to go to and from their
normal operating areas.

This does not appear to bt consistent with the Navy's
previously stated overseas basing concern about political
changes. Guam is a U.S. territory, not in jeopardy of being
lost politically or subject to negotiation for its use.
If we presume that the repair facilities in the Philippines
and Japan will be available in war, serious questions can
be raised about the need for all the mobile IMAs planned
for that theater.

If, in fact, economics is a major concern, then themobile IMA offers a very poor payoff, since it is by far
the most expensive of the various alternatives. (See
ch. 4.) For instance, the Navy says the cost per staff-
day in Guam is $142.20. In contrast, an estimate of the per
staff-day cost at a mobile IMA is $245.28 on the low side
and $507.04 on the high side.

The Navy's response to our position in the Pacific
was similar to their Atlantic position; that is, they
are required to be ready to deploy U.S. naval forces
to a trouble spot anywhere in the huge Western Pacific-
Indian Ocean area. They added that the repair facilities
do not fulfill the repair support requirements necessary
for sustained operation in remote areas of the world in
wartime.

Again, we believe that it is essential to weigh U.S
and Allied countries capabilities in relation to the most
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predictable and demanding contingency scenarios and adjust
all maintenance requirements-- intermediate and depot 'evel--
accordingly.

The Navy also said that the mobile IMAs were often moored
off the coast and in the rivers of Vietnam, and without these
ships the riverine warfare could not have been conducted.
When we asked the Navy to elaborate on this subject, we were
told that the ships moored in the rivers were small repair
ships, designed for repairing small landina craft and that
these ships are no longer in the Navy's inventory. Additional
comments on this subject are contained in chapter 3.

Other issues to be considered

Other issues, such as productivity, costs of operations,
and changing maintenance concepts, also require consideration
in determining the optimum intermediate maintenance level of
effort.

Management needs to be able to assess productivity of
existing facilities to make responsible decisions to improve
it. Information systems should be devised to tell managers
how many staff-hours were used repairing an item, how much
time was not productive and why, how many units were re-
paired, how many units should have been repaired, and how
long it should have taken to repair the units.

Another essential issue is the cost of existing IMA
operations. Cost comparisons should be drawn between work
performed by IMAs and the other maintenance levels--operating
ships and shipyards. Economic comparisons between mobile
and shore IMAs should also be made. Analyses of individual
repairs are needed to determine if they are necessary and
whether they can be performed more economically through
other means, such as by contract. Potential foc consolidat-
ing redundant capabilities in certain geographic areas should
be analyzed periodically. At times there are as many as four
IMAs--three mobile and one shore-based--located within a few
hundred yards of each other.

The impact of changing maintenance concepts is another
important consideration. New programs and modern technol-
ogy will significantly affect the future maintenance re-
quirements of naval vessels. Careful assessment of these
changes is needed to determine their potential effect at
each maintenance level.
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ANALYZING THE ISSUES

The Navy assumes and we would presume that the wartime
requirement is greater than that in peacetime. But we found
that the peacetime maintenance requirments were determining
IMA needs and that the Navy had not determined the wartime
need based on projected maintenance work required in war.

The basic management problems, therefore, revolve
around (1) establishing wartime requirements--what are the
repair needs and how they can best be satisfied, by mobile
IMAs, shore IMAs, or both, (2) matching these requirements
with refined peacetime requirements, (3) determining how best
to maintain IMA readiness and the skills needed to man them
in war while effectively utilizing or retaining their avail-
ability in peacetime.

Improvements in existing organizations can be made to
achieve increased productivity, but dramatic improvements,
such as the consolidation or elimination of some activities
and functions cannot Le made until a correlation between
peacetime and wartime needs is drawn. Through these efforts
peacetime resources can then be most effectively managed
while responsiveness to wartime needs is assured.

In the chapters that follow we will examine into the
Navy's overall planning efforts for wartime and peacetime
needs, and we will test the adequacy of their peacetime
workloading, efficiency of operations, and productivity.
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CHAPTER 3

DETERMINING WARTIME MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

Accurate predictions of intermediate maintenance re-
quirments during wartime are needed to determine the appro-
priate level of IMA wartime effort--required capabilities,
capacities, and number of mobile anid shore IMAs.

Detailed analyses of the wartime ship repair needs
should be the starting point. COnce needs are estimated,
how can they best be satisfie-? This would include deter-
mining the requirements for geographic dispersion, the neces-
sity of movement once dispersed, and the alternatives avail-
able, including the availability and use of shore-based
maintenance facilities.

The Navy's current wartime mobile IMA requirements are
not based on such analyses. In addition, no wartime role
had been established for most of the Navy's shore-based IMAs.

During our review the Navy began to reassess its IMA
wartime needs. They also recently completed a study of
wartime requirements for shore IMAs. Some of the analyses
will take many years to complete. The completed study on
shore IMAs does not address those issues required to deter-
mine the optimum level of support.

The Navy should continue with their analyses. Particular
attention should be directed toward quantifying the minimum
number of mobile IMAs required under modern naval war sce-
narios. These assessments should include an evaluation of
more economical and efficient shore-based facilities in ful-
filling wartime maintenance requirements.

MEASURING TOTAL REPAIR NEEDS

Determining wartime repair needs is the first step in
developing IMA wartime requirements. Detailed analyses of
probable workload under modern warfare and logistics support
should form the basis for decisions about the number and
types of IMA repair shops needed and the necessary manning
levels. At the time of our review, we were told that no
such analyses had been made.

Nevertheless, the Navy believes that wartime repair
needs would be greater than peacetime needs because:
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--Ships will incur battle damage.

-- Equipment failures will occur mre frequently because
of the increased tempo of operations.

-- The ship's crew will be too busy searching for and
engaging the enemy to perform some preventative and
other maintenance while at sea.

-- Crew members will need rest and recreation from the
vigors of wartime operations when their ships come
in for maintenance. Therefore, they will provide less
than normal assistance to maintenance activities.

Although these factors should be considered when deter-
mining requirements, without specific studies and analyses,
they do not provide quantitative information on expected
wartime workloads. For example, there is no recent experi-
ence which supports the need for repairs because of battle
damage. In addition, it has olot been determined whether
and to what extent wartime operations would affect IMA work-
load above peacetime levels. The Vietnam conflict, for in-
stance, exemplified a period of increased tempo without
significant changes in IMA workload. Navy representatives
said this period of conflict was not representative for IMA
experience because of the extensibre support provided by
shore repair facilities in the Pacific. For the most part,
the mobile IMAs had a supporting role in ports where these
facilities were located, such as Subic Bay, Philippines.

In their official response, the Navy did not concur
that the Vietnam effort exemplified a period of increased
tempo without significant changes in IMA workload. They
said that, although the demand placed upon the IMAs did not
significantly change, the poor material condition of the
Navy's ships at the end of the war indicates that much re-
quired maintenance had not been accomplished.

The Navy position addresses one of the issues that we
believe should be included in their studies on wartime re-
quirements; that is, how much work can be deferred in war-
time? If much essential work can be performed by other than
mobile IMAs and other work can be deferred, then a poten-
tial may exist for reducing the requirements for mobile
IMAs.

An offset to wartime requirements based on the above
Navy factors is the amount of wartime losses through
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attrition--losses which would reduce the war and p'eace re-quirements. In recent congressional testimony the Navy saidthat naval-force losses during the first 30 days of a warwould be high (actual figures were classified).

In addition to attrition factors, analyses should bemade using modern wartime scenario and weaponry data todetermine the amount of battle damage which could and shouldbe repaired at IMAs. Considering the high probability ofserious damage being inflicted by modern antiship and anti-submarine weapon systems, it is difficult to imagine thetypes of ship or submarine damage which would be repairableat IMAs. We did not find any Navy analyses in which thistype of data has been or is being developed for conversioninto maintenance requirements.

Past Navy studies which attempted to quantify mobilerepair facility requirements assumed that historical dataof repairs performed on surface ships in peacetime reflectedthe wartime repair demand. That is, the repairs performedin peacetime would be necessary in time of war and repairsmade at the IMA level are a measure of those needed at thatmaintenance level. Peacetime historical data, however, pro-vides no information concerning (1) whether the repairs werenecessary or make-work projects, (2) whether the repairsshould have been performed at the IMA level of maintenance,(3) t-e consequences of deferring the work, or (4) the neces-sity, in a war, of performing the repairs at the forwardareas of conflict.

'he Navy has recently begun new studies to detoermineIMA wartime and peacetime requirements. But in the initialanalyses the peacetime historical data is again being usedas the basis for determining these requirements (see p. 21).As indicated above, peacetime historical data is not the bestbasis for determining wartime repair needs. In addition,as discussed in chapter 5, peacetime historical data ascurrently reported is not even reflective of actual peace-time repair needs.

SATISFYING WARTIME REPAIR NEEDS

Once total wartime maintenance requirements have beenbetter defined for the intermediate maintenance level,additional analyses will be required to determine how andwhere these requirements will be satisfied. In ot.er wo.ds,should wartime intermediate maintenance be performed at shorefacilities, at forward areas using mobile facilities, or both?
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If mobile facilities are required, where will they be needed
under various war scenarios and what is the minimum number
required?

Although current studies do not adequately address such
basic issues, the Navy contends that mobile IMAs are the
fundamental maintenance base for wartime scenarios. Based
on information available to us, we believe indepth analyses
are needed to support the number of mobile IMAs required.
A recent cursory analysis within the Navy of wartime deploy-
ment schedules raised a serious question as to the need for
two of the mobile IMAs. This precipitated further analyses
within the Navy.

Mobile facilities

According to Navy officials, analyses have been performed
which attempt to quantify the number of mobile IMAs that can
be economically justified. One such analysis was the Mobile
Repair Facility Requirements Study for surface ships dated
May 13, 1972. This study was an economic analysis to deter-
mine how many mobile IMAs should be built if the amount o2
money available to build and operate surface ships and mobile
IMAs were held constant. The study determined the number
of ships that would be required in each geographic area as
prescribed by the postulated threat and war scenarios. The
incremental expenditures for IMAs were then traded-off against
the changes in the cost of the total number of surface ships
required to maintain a fixed number of ships on station. If
there were no IMAs, the ship would have to go to the nearest
shore facility, a necessity which would increase the time
away from the station and require more ships. Adding mobile
IMAs reduces transit time and the inventory required to keep
a specified number of ships on station.

The study showed that for optimum economies in funds
expended, fewer mobile IMAs than in the current inventory
could support more ships than are currently in the fleet.
The study also recognized the need for further analysis
to develop wartime repair needs to use in lieu of historical
peacetime activity and to isolate those wartime needs essen-
tial for mobile IMA support. It concluded that

"* * * the capabilities and capacities of mobile
repair facilities as well as the economic numbers
to have in the fleet depend upon the repair need!
of the fleet. If shore facilities are available
for repairs, then the capabilities, capacities
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and numbers of mobile repair facilities depend,
not upon the total repair needs of the Fleet
but upon those repair needs which must be and
can be satisfied at locations away from avail-
able shore facilities. to data were discovered
which would support an estimate of these repair
needs."

Another recent internal Navy study of current deployment
plans for the existing surface mobile IMA inventory showed,
according to one official, that only seven of the nine de-
stroyer tenders were needed. Basically, this study considered
the availability of shore facilities on the U.S. coasts to
support ships operating in these geographic locations. The
Navy had previously considered that the same percentage of
mobile IMAs would deploy as the ships they were to support.
The fact that some of the ships would not deploy far from
coastal shores was not reflected in the requirements. This
study hac precipitated additional analyses of these require-
ments.

According to the Navy there are no completed analyses
which support the current size of the surface tender inven-
tory. Studies have been completed for other logistic sup-
port ships, such as oilers and supply ships.

Aircraft sortie rates, ship steaming hours, manning
levels, geographic location3, repair parts demand rates,
times for resupply and othr such information form the basis
for determining petroleum, oils, lubricants, foods, and re-
pair parts requirements in wartime and, in turn, the numbers
of mobile support ships needed to resupply the fleet with
this material. But this type of analysis has not been done
for tenders, and the current procurement program is based
on a one-for-one replacement of the older, less capable
tenders.

The reasoning used in the 1972 study mentioned above is
also used to justify the need for attack submarine tenders.
Basically, it was assumed that if an IMA were not located
at a particular station, additional submarines would be
needed to cover that geographic location when some were
going to and from shore maintenance activities. An indepth
analysis of repair needs has not been made, and under this
jhilosorny an IMA may be required whether there are 5 or 20
submarines operating within a particular area.
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Ballistic missile submarine tenders have been justified
as support for missile-firing submarines. Generally, these
submarines operate under wartime conditions as part of our
strategic forces. Currently, limited by the range of their
missiles, they are usually stationed in forward areas such
as Holy Loch, Scotland, where they also receive IMA mainte-
nance. By the early 1980s, however, there will be no re-
quirement to support these submarines from mobile IMAs be-
cause the increased range of the new Trident missile will
permit them to operate from U.S. ports. (See ch. 4.)

Other analyses of the need for mobile IMAs have been
performed for the Joint Chiefs of Staff Operation Plans.
But, these studies do not reflect realistic needs because
the inventory upon which they were based is dramatically
higher than any current oi proposed fleet size and because
other data used, such as repair needs, was incomplete, cut-
dated, and based, for the most part, on peacetime repaiks.

Shore facilities

At the time of our analysis, no wartime role had been
established for most of the Navy's shore-based IMAs. There
are no shore-based IMAs overseas. In satisfying wartime
repair needs, we believe that the use of U.S. coastal shore
facilities should be emphasized for the economic and effi-
ciency reasons discussed in chapter 4. In addition, further
consideration should be given to using overseas shore
activities--those existing Navy maintenance activities as
well as the potential for support from our allies.

Since 1972 new shore IMAs have been established and some
existing ones expanded as part of a program to provide mean-
ingfu] shore billets for personnel who spend a disproportion-
ate amount of time at sea. These personnel have skills which,
for the most part, are needed only onboard ships. The shore
IMAs allow these persons to work in their skill area while
on shore duty. Additional shore billets also impr!)ve the
sea-to-shore rotation ratio, which reduces family separation
time, improves morale and, it is hoped, improves t.ie reten-
tion of these skilled persons.

Although established ror commendable reasons, the need
for these shore activities was not based on firm peacetime
maintenance requirements and, at the time of our review,
did not support any wartime requirement.
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Once these activities were established and work was pro-
gramed into them, the maintenance hours expended then became
the justification for both the existence and the need for
constructing new facilities and modernizing others.

These facilities did not exist when the above-mentioned
1972 study was made. But they did exist and were consideredas available in the cursory analysis of deployment schedules
which resulted in a conclusion that only seven, not nine,
destroyer tenders were needed; that is, only seven destroyer
tender IMAs were required to be mobile.

In their response to our report, the Navy said that since
we completed our work, a study had been completed which estab-
lishes a wartime role for shore-based IMAs.

We briefly reviewed this study and had major problems
with it for the same reasons discussed above regarding pre-vious Navy studies. First of all, peacetime workload is onceagain used as the foundation to which other factors for in-creased tempo of operations, battle damage, etc.,are added.

Peacetime workload may be a good starting point in any
analysis, but it should be refined. As discussed in chapter
4, the current workload hours reported expended are over-
stated because they include much time spent on nonrepairactivities such as watchstanding, mess cooking, leave etc.
Also included is time spent on unnecessary work.

In addition, much of the work normally scheduled in
peacetime may be deferred in wartime--both intermediate
and organization level work. For example, we noted in this
study that much of the planned workload requirements after
the first 2 months of the war would be for organizationalmaintenance. The Navy believes that this work could not be
performed by the ships' crew during the rigors of combat.
Determinations about whether this preventative type mainte-
nance has to be done at all or can be deferred over time
were not made in this study.

Other factors were not considered, such as the attri-tion rates or whether some ships would move from one ocean
to another. It was presumed that all ships would remain
in their respective ocean operating areas and althoughsome would suffer battle damage, none would be lost. The
study also presumed that all ships would return to the United
States on a scheduled basis for normal repairs--this also doesnot appear realistic in time of war.
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We believe that the capabilities of shore IMAs should be

analyzed when determining how the Navy can best satisfy its

wartime maintenance requirements. If all the work could be

performed there most effectively in wartime, it should be

planned for there, because in peacetime it is more economical

to use these activities than the mobile IMAs.

However, before the decisions are made on the numbers,

size, location, and whether new IMAs will be built or older
ones modernized, accurate, realistic data should be developed

to determine these needs. Also, the impact that this will

have on the need for mobile IMAs should be simultaneously
analyzed.

Regarding overseas shore-based IMAs, the Navy says that

the reasons for not having them are that IMAs must be mobile

and that any facility on foreign soil is in jeopardy of being

lost and subject to negotiation and renegotiation for its use.

In peacetime, mobility is not essential, nor is the need

for large numbers of IMAs overseas. Except for some training

exercises and selective deployment overseas, the tenders re-

main affixed to a pier in their home port, and few are de-

ployed. Of the 25 tenders in the inventory, only 8 are deployed

at a time. Of these eight, three are supporting ballistic
missile submarines. By the early 1980s these IMAs will no

longer be required overseas or in a mobile form because of

the range of the Trident missile system.

In the Pacific each of the four tenders, including the

ballistic submarine tender, are located, most often, in the
ports where substantial maintenance capability exists: in

Hawaii, the Philippines, Guam, and Japan. Because of the

extensive shore-based maintenance capability in the Pacific

area: the need for any deployed IMA capability in peacetime
could be questioned. The Navy's position and our comments

on this and the question on the next page pertaining to the
role of mobile IMAs during the Vietnam era are discussed on

page 12. We believe our questions are valid and should be

considered in determining future IMA needs.

In the eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea areas,

there are no U.S. Navy shore-based maintenance facilities.

There are currently four mobile IMAs in these areas, two

of which support ballistic submarines. As in the Pacific

all remain stationary in the sheltered waters of the

friendly countries of Scotland, Spain, and Italy. If

these IMAs were not available, the only o.:her alternative
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at this time for providing these maintenance services in the
European area would be through foreign nation resources. In
view of the availability of existing IMA assets and the mini-
mal peacetime requirements for overseas IMAs, it would not
now appear practical to establish overseas facilities or to
rely on foreign resources for support of peacetime repair
requirements. However, we believe th, potential for using
Allied nation resources should be continually analyzed espe-
cially in light of the discussion on wartime requirements to
follow.

An analysis of wartime needs is more difficult because
of the lack of recent wartime IMA usage history. There has
been no wartime usage of IMAs in the Atlantic since World
War II and not much more in the Pacific. Even during the
most extensive Navy involvement in the Vietnam conflict, the
IMAs were not used in the role for which they are designed.

During the peak of the Vietnam era, the size of the
fleet supporting this effort doubled in size from 80 to 160
ships. The associated expansion of maintenance workload was
princinally assumed by the overseas shore facilities, espe-
cially the one at Subic Bay, the Philippines. Repairs due
to battle damage, although minimal, and casualty damage,
accidental explosions, etc., were performed by the Subic
Bay facility. The IMAs acted in a supporting role in the
ports where the repair facilities were located.

Although the size of the fleet doubled during Vietnam,
the IMAs' role was not vital in returning the ships to
their battle stations and, therefore, their need, especially
in a mobile form, was not established.

Will these repair facilities be available in the future?
The Navy says the uncertainty of the answer to this question
is one reason for mobile IMAs. However, recent Navy state-
ments appear to be contrary to this concern. The Navy told
the Congress in 1976 it was considering phasing out the
facility in GLam, a U.S. territory and not in jeopardy of
being lost, and increasing the maintenance activity on non-
U.S. soil in the Philippines and Japan.

The Navy told us that it did not now intend to phase
out the Guam repair facility and that the need for this
facility and the vulnerability of the one in the Philip-
pines is recognized. But according to fiscal year 1977
appropriation hearings, Navy intended to phase the Guam
facility down to a caretaker status or close it. The
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p:oposal was to reduce staffing down to about 200 persons--
from the high in 1969 of 2,600.

The Navy said in these hearings that the facilities in
the Philippines and Japan are in a better position than Guam
to support the fleet because they are closer to the normal
operating areas. Again, the issue as we see it, is how do

these positions relate to the need for mobile IMAs or the
ability of our allies to help support the fleet in their
planned operating areas.

In the Atlantic, with no existing U.S. Navy maintenance
facilities onshore, could the repairs allocated by the Navy
to mobile IMAs operating in friendly, sheltered harbors and
ports be satisfied by existing North Atlantic Treaty Orga-
nization country shipbuilding and ship repair organizations?

As stated previously, we believe this is an alternative
worthy of consideration. As discussed below, we believe that

the map on page 25 shows that our European allies have a capa-
bility to provide significant amounts of intermediate mainte-
nance support.

The numbers on the map represent our count of ship-
builders listed in the "International Shipping and Shipbuild-
ing Directory" who have the capability of building ocean-
going vessels, small ones as well as super oil tankers, cargo
ships, and Navy ships including submarines. Many of these
also advertised major ship repair capabilities, and many
would presumably be capable of less complex intermediate
level repairs. The dots represent some of the key locations
where these companies have their facilities.

Although our analysis was brief, we believe it demon-

strates the feasibility of including allied major and in-
termediate ship repair capabilities in war planning. As

with mobile IMAs, the war planning should also include the
protection of these assets.

As previously mentioned, no wartime role had been es-

tablished for most of the Navy's shore-based IMAs, nor had
their availability been considered in any in-depth analyses
of wartime needs. When their availability was considered
in an analysis of ship wartime deployment schedules, the
Navy determined that two of the existing mobile IMAs could
be eliminated and the wartime maintenance requirements met.
This would indicate that she peacetime maintenance require-
ments are considered to be higher than those in war. The
Navy, however, believes that the reverse should be true.
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The Navy needs to analyze the war and peace repair needs
and organize its maintenance programs accordingly. They recog-
nize this and have begun numerous studies with this in mind.

The Navy says that in those instances where current
studies do not address the issues we have raised, new ones
will start to do it.

We commend the Navy for their actions. We recognize
that in some instances corrective action will take time and
we will continue to monitor their progress. But, we believe
that in the interim and before major decisions are made on
the sizing of the IMA support level, key data such as the
peacetime historic workload should be refined before it is
used in Navy analyses.

LOCATION OF SHIPBUILDERS/REPAIRERS IN
EUROPEAN/MEDITERRANEAN AREA

NOR,.
4ICD . DESMAR A

NORTH 6

-ELGIUA
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CHAPTER 4

DETERMINING PEACETIME MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

The Navy's peacetime intermediate maintenance capabili-
ties have developed over time without systematic consideration
of many basic issues. After examining these issues and cur-
rent IMA operations, we believe there are several opportuni-
ties to improve IMA efficiency and reduce maintenance costs.
To reassess its peacetime maintenance requirements and achieve
certain economic benefits, the Navy should:

--Analyze all maintenance requirements to define the
types of work that should be performed at each main-
tenance level--organizational, intermediate, and depot.

-- Validate total intermediate maintenance requirements
using scientific workload analyses and accurate his-
torical data to arrive at realistic estimates of total
manpower needs. The Navy's current requirements esti-
mates are overstated.

-- Evaluate the economic differences among the various
maintenance levels giving particular attention to the
economic advantages of shore IMAs. Also, the feasi-
bility of consolidating redundant capabilities in
certain geographic areas should be studied.

-- Assess current work tasks to eliminate nonessential
and uneconomical work

-- Consider the impact of changing maintenance concepts
on the total maintenance strategies and requirements.

Each of these issues is discussed in detail below. An
additional issue affecting requirements determination is IMA
productivity. This is addressed in chapter 5.

The Navy concurred with our conclusion and outlined the
progress underway to correct the problems discussed here and
in chapter 5. As previously stated, we commend the Navy for
their efforts and will continue to monitor their progress.
The studies to determine future maintenance needs will take
time. It is therefore essential that the repair work cur-
rently reported as being done be refined before it is used
in any interim study of IMA needs in peace or war.
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DETERMINING THE APPROPRIATE
LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE

Past and current projections of IMA requirements havebeen based on historical data and estimates. The Navy hasnot completed any scientific engineering studies to identifywhich maintenance tasks should be performed at the inter-mediate level versus the other maintenance levels. Withoutsuch studies, there is no assurance that current IMA capabili-ties and capacities match the workload that ideally should beperformed at this level.

In its fiscal year 1977 Prograim Objective Memorandum,
the Navy for the first time recognized the need for a sys-tematic review of its maintenance strategies, requirements,and resources. To accomplish such a review, the Navy estab-lished the Ship Support Improvement Program. This programwas further defined in the fiscal year 1978 Program Objective
Memorandum, which states:

"* * * the program is nrt primarily concernedwith solution to immediate problems, but with thelonger term development of a maintenance strategyfor all ship classes within the Navy. This-ef-
fort will distribute total ship maintenance func-tions among depot, intermediate, and organiza-tional levels and fill present support gaps such
that adequate fleet material condition is main-tained. The program will assure that the various
support elements are synchronized and focused
upon the common goal, readiness, reliability,
and maintainability of the ships systems."

Although this program is a step in the right direction,it will not be complete for many years. In the meantime,additional effort should be directed to analyzing the exist-ing workload to determine whether all tasks should be per-formed and, if so, at which maintenance level.

The results of a recent test program illustrate thecritical need for careful maintenance workload analyses. Infi.cal year 1976, the Navy established the Equipment Mainte-nance Related Material program on a test basis for 38 ships.The objective of the program was to increase the productivityof organizational maintenance personnel by removing fundinglimits for repair parts. Lack of funds for repair partshad been cited as one reason for underutilization of ship-board repair personnel.
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Although we did not evaluate the merits of the program,
Navy officials said preliminary results showed that ships
with unlimited funds for repair parts completed 27 percent
more maintenance jobs. Also, the Navy concluded from the
program, that improved performance at the organizational
maintenance level will probably result in a significant
reduction of work deferred to the IMA and depot levels.
Letters from two of the ships included in the test stated
that as much as 80 percent of the maintenance tasks that
would have been deferred to IMAs were completed by ship-
boar] personnel.

The Navy plans to expand the Equipment Maintenance
Related Material program in fiscal year 1977 at a cost of
$74 million. However, at the time of our review, no analyses
had been made to measure the corresponding impact on require-
ments at the IMA and depot levels. In addition, the Navy had
not measured the true success of the program--whether real
economies and efficiencies were obtained by completing more
maintenance tasks at the organizational level instead of at
the other maintenance levels.

The Navy in their response to our report said that,
based on tne initial results of the test, a $26 million
reduction was made in depot level emergent repair funds in
the 1978 budget request.

OuL followup on that point indicated that the $26 mil-
lion reduction was not a direct result of the above-mentioned
program. The Navy said that this estimation wasn't done
scientifically. Basically, they noted that, in the past
years, organizational and intermediate staffing has been
increasing. And, this must be having an effect on depot-
level work, so they reduced it by $26 million. We were also
told that both the $74 million and $26 million figures are
old figures. New figures are not now available but they
are expected to be lower than previous estimates.

VALIDATING THE-FUTURE NEED FOR
MAINTENANCE RESOURCES

Accurately projecting future workload levels is one of
management's key responsibilities. Since projected workloads
are used to estimate future economic resource levels, the data
compiled and used for forecasting requirements must be accu-
rate. Nevertheless, we found many overstatements in the his-
torical information used by the Navy for projecting its future
IMA workload and manpower needs. As a result, Navy's esti-
mated future IMA personnel requirements are also overstated.
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Nav¥'s IMA budgeting process

Detailed analyses of workload, of what should and what
should not be done at this level, have not been incorporated
into the IMA budget process. For the most part, the Navy
assumes work performed in the past will be performed in the
future. This approach to budgeting depends heavily on the
IMA management information system which documents and ac-
cumulates IMA direct or productive staff-hours charged for
ship maintenance.

To project its future workload, the Navy determines the
total productive hours used by the IMAs during the last year.
The Navy adjusts this total to allow for expected workload
changes and to add time for overhead and nonproductive time
such as leave, military duties, and training. Total esti-
mated IMA hours are then converted to an equivalent number
of people. Comparing this number of people with the current
IMA personiel level determines whether there is a need to
increase rr decrease total IMA personnel in the future.

Overstated IMA requirements

Using these budgeting procedures, the Navy estimated in
its 1978 Program Objective Memorandum that IMA plrsonnel
should be increased by 1,247 to meet projected workloads.
Since overstated data from the IMA information s;ystem was
the basis for this determination, we believe thy Navy's esti-
mates are also overstated. The Navy's IMA information system
lacks adequate controls to insure accurate and reliable input
data. Chapter 5 discusses this in more detail and describes
a few of the many reporting inaccuracies identified at the
IMAs visited.

Although quantifying the overstatement of IMA reported
staff-hours is difficult, we obtained some indication of the
extent of overstatement by comparing jobs completed and
productive staff-hours used for two periods of time. During
the third quarter of fiscal year 1975, most IMAs were using
a full staff-hour accounting system which reported and cate-
gorized both productive and nonproductive hours. During the
third quarter of fiscal year 19'6, most IMAs had dropped the
full staff-hour accounting and reported only direct productive
staff-hours expended. Without the full staff-hour accounting,
many IMAs reported nonproductive time as productive, an error
which resulted in time overstatement.
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Our test showed that overall the number of IMA jobs
completed, or workload, increased by only 2.6 percent during
the test period while productive staff-hours charged increased
by 35 percent. Furthermore, assigned repair personnel de-
creased by 8 percent during the period. Other factors, such
as more difficult jobs, could account for some of this dif-
ference. But, based on discussions with shop supervisors and
our tests of the reporting system, we believe most of the
difference is due to an overstatement of productive staff-
hours. Below are selected examples snowing the results of
the comparison.

Percentage Percentage
increase or increase Gr
decrease (-) decrease (-)

in jobs in staff-hours
completed used

U.S.S. Simon Lake -19 64
U.S.S. L.Y. Spear -12 77
U.S.S. Shenandoah 17 67
U.S.S. Proteus 22 57
U.S.S. Prairie 61 127
U.S.S. Samuel Gompers 7 45

The Navy basically agreed that the aZove-mentioned
information system encouraged overstated productivity report-
ing. They stated that, as an added measure of productivity,
they would record productive man-hours expended per work re-
quest completed. This, however, was done under the old
system.

The key is not where productive hours are recorded but
what is included in a productive hour. The IMAs were record-
ing productive hours to the work requests but included leave,
liberty, watchstanding, food preparation, etc., as part of a
productive hour or day. We believe a full-staff-hour-
accounting system is best to record both productive time to
jobs and nonproductive time to other military duties and free
time.

Although the Navy agreed that the system encourages over-
stated productivity reporting, they did not agree that esti-
mated personnel requirements are overstated. The Navy feels
that workload at IMA's is understated because customer ships'
crews lack sufficient experience and, thus, are unable to
identify all work required. As a result, some work that
should be done at IMA's is not identified, the condition
worsens, and a serious problem occurs which requires work at
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a depot rather than an IMA. We agree that customer ships
have staffing problems, but our reviews 1/ have shown that
the most significant shortages have been-in the mid-level
ranks and not in the senior experience levels. In a soon
to be issued report entitled, "Urgent Need for Continued Im-
provements in Enlisted Career Force Management," we show that
in terms of the Navy's stated career experience profiles, the
Navy is meeting its objectives in the senior and lower levels
but again fall short in the midrange level personnel with 10
to 15 years' experience. We believe that the senior level
persons should be able to identify problems needing IMA at-
tention.

The Navy also disagreed with our conclusion that most
of the increase in staff-hours used was due to overstatement
of productive staff-hours. To the contrary, the Navy feels
that actual productive hours had increased due to special
efforts to improve IMA support of the fleet. The Navy said

-- new quality assurance procedures were institu:ed,

--personnel from other departments were shifted to re-
pair work, and

-- much overtime was worked.

We recognize that the above factors could have some im-
pact on reported hours, but we don't believe the effect is
nearly as appreciable as the overstatement of hours by ship
supervisors. In our review, we asked the supervisors at the
IMAs visited to list, for a given day, the number of produc-
tive hours and nonproductive hours (by type) actually used.
And we asked them to provide the number of productive hours
reported as used.

For the most part, the supervisors were consistent in
reporting much nonproductive time as productive. Some of the
logic given was (1) if we report low actual productive hours,
we will get much more work to perform and (2) the system does
not provide the means to report overtime unless the total
available staff-hours are reported as being expended.

1/GAO reports:
"Impaired Combat Readiness of the Navy's Atlantic and Sixth
Fleets," B-146964, June 30, 1970.

"Navy Logis.ic Support of the 7th Fleet in Southeast Asia:
Continuing Logistics Issues and Constraints," B-146964,
June 25, 1974.
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example of the latter situation is this. There are four per-
sons normally assigned to a repair shop, two are available
for work on a particular day and two are on leave. The two
work 10 hours. Under the current system, the shop super-
visor should report 32 hours available, "20 hours productive,
12 hours nonproductive. The supervisors, however, want to
show that his people worked overtime so he woild report
36 hours of productive time.

Because neither the Navy nor we admittedly can measure
the amount of the overstatement over a period of time, it is
imperative that the system be revised and monitored to pro-
vide a full accounting of how available hours are used.

It is important to note that in budgeting for staff
years, factors for nonproductive time--as presented on
page 36--are applied to the reported productive time. So in
the example above, nonproductive factors to account for the
absence of the two persons for such things as leave would be
applied to the 36 hours not the 20.

EVALUATING ECONOMIC FACTORS

Management decisions should include an analysis of all
relevant costs. For example, when developing ship mainte-
nance strategy, Navy managers need to consider diffrerences
in the cost of work at different maintenance levels. In
addition, the cost differences of alternative approaches
within the same maintenance level need to be scrutinized.
Through economic evaluations of such issues, management can
identify, and eventually achieve, opportunities for savings.
We believe the Navy should increase its economic analyses of
maintenance work and place greater reliance on the results
of such stu.'ies in its decisionmaking process.

Analyzing costs at different
mai ntenanceleveTs

Economic considerations are important when deciding which
maintenance level should do a task when more than one level is
capable of doing it. In this regard, Navy officials ha',e
stated that, in considering work at an IMA versus doing t at
a depot, as much maintenance work as possible should be per-
formed at the intermediate level because of economics. They
contend that the cost to do a job at an IMA is less than the
cost to do the same job at a shipyard.

Because of the previously discussed overstatement of IMA
productive staff-hours used, it is extremely difficult to
determine the cost of a productive hour of labor. For pur-
poses of estimation only, we used .wo methods.
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In the first method, even though we know they are in-flated, we used the hours expended as reported by the IMAs.
Uninflated hours, when divided into the IMA operating costs,
would result in a higher average cost per hour. These costsas computed here were also used as indicators in our sectioa
on Lneconomical work on page 42.

We compared the cost of an hour of productive labor atthe IMA and shipyard levels. For both levels, costs included
direct labor, indirect labor, materials, and other major over-head items. Our analysis showed that the average hour of pro-ductive labor at an IMA costs $27.80. This cost is an overall
average composed of the shore IMA cost of $21.15 per produc-
tive hour and the mobile '4A cost of $30.66 per productive
hours. At the shipyard level, an average hour of productive
labor cost $23.51.

In the second metnod we used available productive hourscomputed using both actual data and Navy estimates. This
method of computing available hours is illustrated in detailbelow. In using available hours and the costs of operating
Atlant'ic Fleet IMAs, we found that (with a shore IMA cost of
$34.07 an' a mobile IMA cost of $63.38) the average hour of
productive labor equaled $48.19.

In their response the Navy said that their calculations
show that the cost of a productive hour at a shore IMA is
$26.55--no costs were provided for mobile TMAs or the ship-
yards. As previously stated, it is difficult to determine
the cost of a productive hour at the iMAs. At the time ofour review, the Navy could not provide us with these costs--
so we computed our own. Even if we use the $26.55 figure,
the relationships between the above costs do not change much,so we did not analyze where there were differences between
our figures and the Navy's.

The Navy also said that a direct comparison between
shipyard and IMA productive iabor hours is not valid becausetrade skills differ between civilian and military. So, in
general, more civilian than military are required to accom-
plish the same job.

We recognize that trade skills and union requirements
can have an impact on comparisons--the military person can
work overtime with no additional cost and can do var ousskill activities without breaking union rules. However,
there are other important considerations which must be ad-
dressed in specific, not general, terms. We did not find
any Navy analyses which made such comparisons.
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The key consideration is that much of a military person's
time in peacetime is spent on military duties. As shown on
page 36, 42 percent of the repairperson's time on the tenders
was spent on military duties, leave, training, etc.--43 per-
cent at shore TMAs.

similarly, in a recently issued report 1/ on military
versus civilian work at shipyards, we showed that 43 percent
of the militar:, person's time is required for security
watches, housekeeping, supply, food service, medical serv-
ices, laundry, inspections, and other activities associated
with daily shipboard life.

To our knowledge, neither we nor the Navy have compared
civilians' productivity while actually working with that of
the military.

We attempted to do so but, with the time available, we
were only able to obtain indicators of differences. We com-
pared work done by the ship's crew versus estimates of how
long it would take shipyard personnel to do it and work done
by the IMAs and estimates of cost to do it in the civilian
sector.

There was a dramatic difference in both instances; the
military work took much longer and cost much more. In the
first instance, six jobs done by the ship's crew were com-
pared with shipyard estimates of man-hours to do the same
tasks. In total, tre ship's crew expended about 3,500 hours,
and the shipyard estimate was about 900; a difference of
2,600. Examples of the IMA differences are shown on page 43
and in appendix II.

We recognize that military duties are necessary; how-
ever, these needs must also be given significant weight in
any comparison of civiliun versus military productivity and
the costs of their work.

Analyzing costs-within-the
intermediate maintenance level

In providing intermediate maintenance, shore IMA's are
more efficient and economical than mobile IMA's. In facility
costs alone, there is a vast difference between the estimated

l/"Changes in Navy Ship Overhaul Practices Could Improve Fleet
Capability and Crew Effectiveness," FPCD-77-76, April 8,
1977.
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$260 million cost for a new tender and the estimated
$35.6 million cost for a new shore IMA. Also, in operating
costs and personnel utilization, the shore IMA is economi-
cally superior to the tender.

As shown in the illustrations on the next two pages,the shore IMAs devote more than twice as much of their totalmanning to customer maintenance needs than mobile IMAs--28
versus 13 percent. The primary difference is attributed tothe mobility factor--many personnel are required to move,operate, and maintain a ship. Also, a considerable amount oftime is spent by the repair department in maintaining theship.

For tenders, the actual percentage of personnel avail-able for customer work to total ship manning ranged from 8to 18 percent. The range for shore IMAs was from 17 to39 percent. Percentages of productive hours used on self-maintenance varied on tenders from 10 to 54 percent, with
29 percent as an average. For shore IMAs, this figureranged from 0 to 14 percent, with 9 percent as an average.
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PERCENT OF TOTAL MOBILE IMA REPAIR PERSONNEL
HOURS AVAILABLE FOR CUSTOMER

MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

Total Averag Manning On Mobile IMAs:4r '@~~~~~~f ~ S 1,930 persons or 1,067,440 available staff-hours per yr.
100% of tot l.

Total Repair Department Personnel:

409 persons or 821,674 available repair department hours
per yer. 44% of total.

44 percent of the personnel are in the repair department.
The renmaining 56% are needed bsically becaus this IMA
is a ship and is mobile - ship opertors, suppliers, engineers,
communicators, on deck persons, etc.

Repair Personnel In The Repair Department:

year. 33% of total.

74 percent of repeir department personnel are relpirpersons.
The remaining 26% are supervisors, suppliers, timekeepers, etc.

Repair Personnel Available - Equivalent Hours:

176 persons or 352,662 equivelent productive hours available
per yar. 19% of total.

68 percent of the repairperson' time is spent at work. The
remaining 42% of IMA time they are on hlve, sick, performing
military duties, in training, etc.

t 4epair Personnel Available For Customer Work:

125 persons or 250,390 equivalent productive hours avilable
per year for customer work. 13% of total.

71 peroent of the repeirpersons' time at work is spent on work
for customers. The remaining 29% of the time is for self-
maintenance.
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PERCENT OF TOTAL SHORE IMA REPAIR PERSONNEL
HOURS AVAILABLE FOR CUSTOMER

MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

Total Average Manning At Shore IMAs:

O l] o 0] 479 persons or 961,832 available hours pwe year. 100%

Total Repair Department Personnel:

354 persons or 711,756 available repair department hours
per year. 74% of total.

0 0I 0 74 percent of the personnel are part of the repair department.
o O O O The remaining 26% are administrators,-planners, estimators,

suppliers, schedulers, etc.

Rlpair Personnel In The Repair Department:

259 persons or 519,582 available productive hours per
year. 54% of total.

:3O O3 C3

-O 0 O 1 73 percent of repair department personnel are repairpersons._ _ '~ The remaining 27% are supervisors, suppliers, timekeepers, etc.

Repair Personnel Available - Equivalent Hours:

147 persons or 296,162 equivalent productive hours available
per year. 31% of total.

o 0 O 1 57 percent of the repairpersons' time is spent at wvork. The| O 0 01 remaining 43% of the time they are on leave, sick, ,ierfrming
military duties, in training, etc.

Repair Personnel Available For Customer Worv:

134 persons or 269,507 equivalent productive hours available
per year for customer work. 28% of total.

ooo . 91 percent of the repairpersons' time at work is spent on worka o o o for customers. The remaining 9% of the time is for self-
maintenance.
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The following table summarizes some of the economic dif-ferences between an average tender and an average shore IMA.

Average Average
tender shore-IMA

Estimated replacement cost (millions) $260 $35.6Estimated cost per productive staff-hour
(note a) 63.38 34.07

Overhead personnel to repair personnel
ratio 2.1 to 1 .85 to 1Percent of productive hours used for
self-maintenance 29 9

Percent of total personnel supporting
needs of customer ships 13 28

a/Based on available hours as discussed above.

The Navy provided their own figures in their response toour report. We revised our figures where appropriate.

The Navy's biggest concern was that we excluded the re-pair department's planners, etc., from our calculations ofavailable hours for customer maintenance support; that is,
we included only direct labor time as part of customer sup-port and in actuality the support persons also provide in-direct support to the customers.

The purpose of our illustrations was to provide indica-tors of differences at the mobile and shore IMAs between pro-ductive time available and costs of operations. To do this,we used repairperson's available time. We believe this isan excellent indicator of the amount of actual repair workwhich can be expected from these activities.

Regardless of the figures used the relationship remainsthe same; the shore IMAs have twice as much time available
to make repairs. Our figures show 13 percent for mobile and28 percent for shore; the Navy's are 18 and 38 respectively.
As previously stated, the cost figures should only be Lsed asindicators because the data for productive hours is admittedly
not pure.

We believe that the economic differences between shoreand mobile IMAs should be considered by the Navy in allocat-
ing its intermediate level resources. As much as possible,
providing intermediate capability ashore should be favored
as a means of reducing maintenance costs.
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Assessing potential
Tor consolidation -

The Navy has no formal policy for locating its IMAs dur-
ing peacetime. However, tenders and shore IMAs are usuallyhome-ported in areas having large concentrations of assigned
Navy ships, such as Charleston, South Carolina; Norfolk,
Virginia; and San Diego, California. When several IMAs areassigned to the same area, considerable duplication results
in facilities, repair capabilities, and overhead and support
personnel.

The map on the following page shows the waterfront areaof the Norfolk Naval Station and the locations of the four
IMAs in that area at the time of our review: the U.S.S.Shenandoah, AD-26; the U.S.S. L.Y. Spear, AS-36; the U.S.S.
Puget Sound, AD-38; and the FMAG. Except for infrequent
training exercises and selective deployments overseas, the
tenders remain at their waterfront piers in their home port.

Overall, these IMAs had 3,235 personnel assigned includ-ing 1,591 repair personnel. Although there were some differ-
ences, the repair capabilities of each IMA were generally thesame. The following table lists some of tae repair shops thatwere duplicated at each activity.

Personnel Assigned

U.S.S. U.S.S U.S.S. FMAG,Repair shop Spear Shenandoah Puget Sound Norfolk

Shipfitter 34 18 18 11Sheet metal 20 11 17 8Inside machine 53 33 45 12Electrical repair 20 9 13 10Pipe and copper 23 17 21 11
Refrigerator/
air-conditioning 1 3 3 3Foundry 16 6 9 a/0

Sail loft/canvas 5 4 7 5Electronics
calibration 12 6 15 a/0Engraving 2 1 3 5Print 6 4 7 a/0

Photo 4 2 3 a/0

a/FMAG, No-:folk did not have this shop.
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Dunlication also existed in support functions. Each of
the Norfolk IMAs had administrative and supply departments and
each of the tenders had personnel fulfilling ship engineering,
ship operations, and medical functions.

There were similar duplications of personnel and repair
capabilities in Charleston and San Diego. In the Charlestoin
area, there were 3 tenders and 1 shore IMA with a total of
3,353 personnel assigned, and in San Diego, there were
5 tenders and 1 large shore IMA with about 8,000 personnel
assigned.

As previously discussed, we believe the Navy should
first of all reevaluate the necessity of having all of the
existing shops at the IMAs. In addition, it should assess
the potential economic benefits of consolidating IMA func-
tions and capabilities.

The Navy did not agree with our alternatives to (1) re-
duce the peacetime manning in the active forces and add
trained reserves during wars and (2) consolidate certain
functions and work centers ashore in a particular geographic
area. They said that peacetime manning is for peacetime
workload and wartime reserve augmentations for IMAs are pro-
gramed to enlarge the work force for expected wartime work-
loads. Also, they said it was militarily impractical to
consolidate IMA functions and work centers ashore.

We consider these viable alternatives which should be
considered in the Navy analyses. Certain functions, such as
administrative personnel, medical, supply, workload planning
estimating, and scheduling, etc., appear to be excellent can-
didates for consideration. Also, why can't one foundry or
similar type shops be operable in a geographic area, minimally
staffed, and supplemented staffing be furnished by reserves?

How can the Navy manage the peacetime operations of a
foundry most efficiently? There are a multitude of varia-
tions, depending on many factors, and the Navy should analyze
all. Bus,, for example purposes, we present a solution based
on these assumptions:

-- There is a wartime requirement for 10 foundry shops
and all should be on mobile IMAs.

-- The peacetime requirement is minimal--the work can be
done by commercial sources in the United States or at
U.S. and allied country activities overseas.
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--To satisfy the wartime requirement, equipment, trained
people, supplies, etc., must be planned for and avail-
able on time.

-- Shore IMAs improve the sea-to-shore rotation schedule.

-- In peacetime, many IMAs operate within rather close
proximity to each other.

The Navy could equip the 10 tenders, but not man them
with active duty personnel. Reserves would be trained in
the necessary skills and would either train on the tenders
throughout the year if they are nearby, or during their
2 week annual training if they are not. Needed supplies
could be part of war reserves either on the ship or else-
where, but available when necessary. Keeping the tenders
in an inactive status would improve sea-to-shore rotation by
reducing the number of persons who would have to rotate from
sea duty billets to shore duty assignments.

We might want to change one of the above assumptions;
rather than depending entirely on commercial foundries in
peacetime; selected shore IMAs might also have foundries.
This would provide additional shore billets to improve the
sea to shore rotation and also provide an additional per-
sonnel surge in time of war.

If consolidated activities are established, the manage-
ment goal would be to satisfy Navy-wide demands, not just
customer ship needs.

Again, we believe alternatives such as above should be
considered by the Navy in developing more effective methods
of operating IMAs in peacetime.

ELIMINATING UNNECESSARY WORK AND
UNECONOMICAL WORK WHERE PRACTICAL

It it the Navy's policy that IMAs should perform only
necessary work and that this work should be performed as
efficiently and economically as possible. Adherence to
this policy would help insure the best possible return from
the Navy's investment in intermediate maintenance manpower
and material resources.

At most of the IMAs we visited, however, we found many
completed maintenance jobs that were either nonessential or
very uneconomical when compared with civilian contractors'
cost estimates to do the same work.
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We recognize that at times trade-offs are made between
economics and the need for training to maintain skill pro-
ficiency. The examples given below are used to illustrate
that the Navy should continually seek more essential main-
tenance work to provide this training.

We are not saying that the Navy should have necessarily
issued contracts with the civilian sector for the work de-
scribed below and let the TMA personnel remain idle. We
question first of all, whether some of the work should be
done by anybody. Secondly, if the Navy determines in its
studies that certain personnel need training in peacetime
to maintain wartime repair work proficiency, we believe
that there is sufficient essential work available in the
Navy to train these persons, maintain productivity, and
satisfy the above-mentioned Navy maintenance policy.

Questionable work

IMA work that did not seem to be essential included such
items as printing standard forms that were available through
the supply system and manufacturing picture frames, bookcases,
tables, wall plaques for awards and souvenirs, and decorative
pieces. Half or more of the available staff-hours in eight
shops at three IMAs were used tc make such items. During a
7-month period on one tender, the carpenter and pattern shops
used 1,989 staff-hours to make ceremonial items and plaques.
This is the equivalent of two persons working full time.
Using an average cost of $27.80 for each IMA productive staff-
hour, we estimate that this work cost over $55,000.
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Below are three examples of questionable IMA work.

-- The pattern sh . on a submarine tender made two mahog-

any bookshelves. (See photograph below.) According

to the shop supervisor, the bookshelves would prob-

ably be used as office furniture. Based on the

56 productive staff-hours charged to this job, we

estimate that the bookshelves cost the Navy $1,557.

A local civilian woodworking shop would have made

two identical bookshelves for $150.

U.S. NAVY
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--A foundry shop on a destroyer tender used 132 productive
staff-hours to make 24 brass plaques for a customer
ship. (See photograph below.) The plaques were to beused as awards. We estimate that the plaques cost theNavy $153 each. The manager of a commercial foundry
said his company would manufacture and sell the same
plaque for $23 each.

U.S. NAVY

-- On another tender, 40 hours were used by the carpentershop tc produce six mahogany projectile heads to fit
5.-inch shell casings. The completed casings were tobe used for decorative purposes on another ship.Based on productive hours used, we estimate that thisjob cost $1,112. A local vendor was willing to pro-
duce the items for $216.
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Uneconomical work

Preventative maintenance, repairs, equipment calibra-
tions, and many other services are necessary to keep ships
in top operating ccnd.Lion. Because of the high cost of
these services, IMA managers need to make timely, responsive,
and economical decisions when determining whether to (1) re-
pair or replace inoperative equipment or components and
(2) perform certain maintenance in-house or have it done by
private firms. Although such decisions are sometimes diffi-
cult and involve many variables, we believe improvements can
be made to seek maintenance work which is both essential and
will provide valuable training for Navy personnel.

On one tender, for example, the decision was made to
repair rather than replace an inoperable portable air com-
pressor (see photograph on next page). The compressor was
used to supply fresh air to underwater divers. At the time
of our visit, several shops had used a total of 1,299 produc-
tive hours repairing the compressor and an estimated 142 addi-
tional hours were needed to complete the repairs. Using the
average cost of $27.80 per productive hour, we estimate that
the repairs will cost over $40,000. The Navy could have pur-
chased a new, technically equivalent air compressor through
the Navy's supply system for $17,000.

In another example from the same tender, the canvas shop
made a cloth awning for the ship's signal bridge. (See photo-
graph on p. 48.) Based on the 339 productive hours used on
this job, we estimate that the awning cost the Navy $9,424.
The owner of a local awning manufacturing company said he
would make and install the awning for $1,100.

The typewriter shop on another tender used 20 hours to
overhaul a manual typewriter at an estimated cost of $556.
A commercial typewriter shop was willing to perform the same
repair work for $150, $406 less. Or a new, equivalent type-
writer could have been obtained from the Navy's supply system
for $164.

Additional examples of questionable and uneconomical IMA
work are presented in appendix II.

ASSESSING CHANGING
MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS

As technology advances, ship designs and weapons systems
change and new maintenance concepts are developed. For mili-
tary readiness as well as economic reasons, the impact of
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such changes on maintenance requirements should be assessed
early and needed adjustments should be made to the appropriate
maintenance echelons.

The development of the Mark 48 torpedo is an example
where improvements are needed in determining maintenance
support requirements prior to systems introduction into the
fleet. Although the Navy spent about $5.8 million modifying
IMA tenders to provide maintenance support of these torpedoes,
we were told that current plans call for all maintenance sup-
port to be furnished by selected shore-based overhaul facili-
ties, not the tenders. The IMAs will store complete torpedo
rounds but will not provide maintenance support except in an
emergency.

In our report, "Why Improved Navy Planning and Logistic
Support For The Mark-48 Torpedo Are Essential," dated May 9,
1977, we reported that the Navy did a good job initially in
applying the Integrated Logistic Support concept during tor-
pedo development. However, the acquisition of facilities to
establish maintenance shops aboard tenders and at shore loca-
tions was made with no assurance that they would be needed to
support the torpedo as originally designed.

The IMA workload in support of the extended submarine
overhaul cycle is another example where actual demands on
IMAs may be less than original estimates. The goal of this
program is to extend the time between major overhauls for
newer nuclear attack submarines. To compensate for the
reduced frequency of overhauls, the Navy planned for short
but intensive shipyard availabilities and increased main-
tenance at the IMA level. In preparing for the impact of
this new maintenance concept, the Navy officials stated they
estimated the maximum amount of work that could be performed
at the IMA level. Although there were differences of opinion
within the Navy as to who would perform much of this work,
shipyards or IMAs, we were told that the Navy planned for
additional IMA manpower to meet the maximum effort.

According to Navy officials, actual experie:ice on the
first few submarines entering the program has shown that
much work planned for the IMA level is being performed at
the shipyard level. Also, it now appears that the major
portion of the extended submarine operating cycle work will
be performed by shipyards. A similar program for destroyers
is under development, but its impact on IMA workload nas not
been estimated.

Another new maintenance concept which affects require-
ments is the repairable components concept. Under this con-
cept, ship personnel remove inoperable modular components
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and install new or repaired components. Most inoperable
components are sent to a rework facility for repair rather
than to an IMA.

New ships of the FFG-7 and PHM-1 classes were designed
to take full advantage of the remove and replace concept.
The Navy has determined that there is a requirement to pro-
vide dedicated rework capability and capacity to support
these ships. Incremental buildup of electronics, mechanical,
and electrical rework capabilities at existing facilities is
in progress. However, the full impact of this program on the
Navy's maintenance organization is still being evaluated.

Another major change in maintenance support involves the
fleet ballistic missile submarines. The Navy plans to con-
struct 10 Trident submarines by the early 1980s. Due to the
increased range of the new Trident missile, the submarine
does not have to be deployed to forward areas for the mis-
sile to reach its target. Therefore, maintenance support
for these submarines will be provided at a shore-based
facility. There is no need for mobile IMA support for the
Trident. The Navy also plans to install the Trident missile
system on existing Poseidon submarines beginning in 1979.
Although plans for maintenance support of the converted
Poseidons have not been formalized, mobile IMA support will
not be needed. One Navy official stated that ballistic sub-
marine tenders not considered necessary after the Poseidon
conversions will be retired from the fleet or shifted to
support attack submarines.
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CHAPTER 5

OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE EFFICIENCY

Productivity of repair personnel is a key issue in de-veloping a maintenance stragegy. Currently, military per-sonnel costs account for over half of the t 'al amount spenton intermediate maintenance of ships. The N vy has recognized
the need to promote IMA producitivity and has initiated vari-ous plans to do so. However, attempts to assess and improveproductivity have been impeded because of weaknesses in theIMA management information system and a continued lack ofwell-trained personnel.

NEED FOR BETTER MANAGEMENT VISIBILITY

The key to productivity improvements is an effective
information system which gives management the data needed toidentify and correct problem areas. A decrease in the staff-hours used for each unit of desired output is generally ac-cepted as an indication of productivity improvement. There-fore, to improve productivity, an information system shouldhelp maintenance managers answer the following questions:

-- Wqhat was the productivity during the base period?
in other words, how many staff-hours were used, and
how much work was done?

-- How many staff-hours should be required to do a giventask? Or, to what degree can effective management
result in productivity improvements?

--What was the productivity during the test period?
Did management actions achieve the desired result?

Certain elements should be built into the informationsystem to provide the data needed to answer these questions.First, there must be controls over the accuracy of data in
the system. Second, the system must include a staff-houraccounting system which tracks all available staff-hours,both productive and nonproductive. Third, independently and
economically developed labor standards must be used. Suchstandards indicate the time an experienced mechanic needs todo a task effectively, at a normal pace and in a predeterminedmanner, allowing adequate time for fatigue and and personal
needs. Besides helping to control productivity, labor
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standards can be used to schedule workloads. And finally, an
information system should provide comparisons and summaries
of data, so that the data will be readily available to man-
agement. For example, by comparing a labor standard with
the reported actual time do a task, management can determine
the reasonableness of the actual time.

The Navy's system and its shortcomings

Managers at all but one IMA we visited relied upon the
management information system to control intermediate main-
tenance, and report the productivity of assigned personnel.
Data entered into this system is to include:

-- The identity of all items accepted by the IMA for
maintenance.

--A ief description of the repairs needed and references
tt .pplicable technical data.

Z-.-.lled start and completion dates and estimated
staff-hLurs for each job and each assigned IMA shop.

--Direct staff-hours charged to the repairs.

Although the information system was designed to provide
managers at all levels with much useful data, it had several
shortcomings in controlling productivity. For example, be-
cause the system tracked only stafi-hours actually charged
to maintenance, managers of the IMAs we visited did not
know how about 40 percent of the direct staff-hours assigned
to them was used. Also, the staff-hour estimates to perform
maintenance tasks were mostly based on the estimator's per-
sonal judgment and experience rather than independent, en-
gineered estimates of the time it should take to do the work.
Since the estimators at many IMAs were also shop supervisors
who would later be responsible for completing the work, un-
biased estimates were usually not obtained.

The Navy's information system also failed to routinely
provide managers wi':h summary data comparing actual hours
charged with the initial estimates. Thus, no real attempt
was made to measure IMA's productivity. Finally, the informa-
tion system did not adequately control the accuracy of re-
ported hours. As a result, much of the data was inaccurate
and unreliable.
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Inaccurate reporting on productivity

Each of the nine IMAs we visited which used the IMAsinformation system incorrectly reported direct hours used onmaintenance tasks. Although the extent of this problemvaried among the IMAs, in each case it resulted in th. over-statement of productive hours used. The potential impact ofthis overstatement on budgeting for future requirements wasdiscussed in chapter 4.

Most reporting errors were caused by clerical mistakesor misunderstandings of reporting procedures--particularly
the reporting of nonproductive time as productive. Underthe Navy's system, only productive hours, those used directlyon maintenance tasks, are to be reported. But many shopsupervisors reported all available direct hours as productiveincluding nonproductive time, such as leave, liberty, training,military duties, shop cleanup, and coffee breaks.

The following examples show the variety of reportinginaccuracies by IMAs we visited.

-- On one tender, 7 of one shop's 22 productive workerswere absent for a portion of the day on February 20,1976. Three workers were temporarily assigned tokitchen duty and quarters cleaning, two were onspecial liberty, one was on leave, and one wasaway for training. Because of these absences, theshop had only 138 hours available. Yet, the shopreported working 174 hours on this day to avoid theappearance of being nonproductive.

-- The hose shop on another tender had three productiveworkers assigned. On August 2, 1976, one worker wason leave, one was away for training, and one was per-forming nonproductive tasks for another shop. Althoughno work was performed on this date, 28 productivehours were reported for this shop. The shop supervisorcould not explain how this happened.

-- The electric shop at a shore IMA reported workina 6,016hours on one job on March 23, 1976, although the shophad only 120 direct hours available each day. The shopsupervisor said this was a clerical error--only 16 hourswere actually worked on the job. When we completed ourreview, the overstatement of 6,000 hours had not beencorrected.
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Reporting inaccuracies such as those described above
greatly restricted the usefulness of the Navy's IMA informa-
tion system for all management levels. Errors in input data
can only lead to errors in the output data used by managers
for budgeting, workload planning, and scheduling decisions.

NEED FOR ASSIGNING BETTER TRAINED
PERSONNEL TO IMAs

Intermediate maintenance activities, like other labor-
intensive industrial organizations, need well-trained per-
sonnel to accompish their work efficiently and effectively.
Well-trained, experienced personnel need less supervision,
work faster, and produce more and better quality products
than personnel with little or no training or experience.
Generally, as the quality of workers increases, so does
productivity.

During our visits to the IMAs, particularly tenders, we
noted that many of the productive personnel lacked experience
and training in their assigned skill areas. Tfhe Navy has also
expressed its concern for the quality of personnel assigned
to its IMAs. Navy's Program Objective Memorandum 1977 states:

"The managers of Navy's IMA assets, afloat and
ashore, are in substantial agreement that the
manpower furnished to them is not adequately
trained for the maintenance and repair work
it is expected to accomplish. * * * In gen-
eral, their low level of training for such work
is reflected in the low level of productivity
found in IMA's."

Top management at five of the seven tenders we visited
agreed that the quality of personnel assigned hampered IMA
productivity. For example, one repair officer complained
that because of the large number of unqualified personnel
assigned, his IMA lost many productive hours redoing unsat-
isfactory work and providing extensive on-the-job training
and supervision.

Measuring quality of IMA personnel

To assess the manpower quality problem, we measured
three indicators of IMA personnel experience and training--
rank, completed tours of duty, and service school comple-
tion. Overall, we found that 35 percent of productive
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personnel assigned to tenders are pay grade E-3 1/ or below,62 percent have not completed their first tour o7 duty, and17 percent have not completed service school. As expected,the quality of productive personnel was much higher at theshore IMAs where many hi;Aher ranked and experienced personnelare assigned for sea-shore rotation.

The following examples illustrate the manpower qualityproblem at the tenders we visited.

-- On one destroyer tender, the electric repair shopwas responsible for repairing and rewinding various
types of electric motors. Yet only four of theeight productive workers assigned had completed aservice school. Furthermore, seven of these workers
had not completed their first tour of duty and onlythree were above pay grade E-3.

-- The pipe shop on a submarine tender was responsible
for repairing or replacing any iiping system normallyinstalled in submarines. Of the 20 productive per-sonnel assigned, 17 were below pay grade E-4 and only5 had completed their first tour of duty.

--Although only 8 percent of the productive personnelin another submarine tender's shipfitter shop had
completed their first tour of duty, the shop wasresponsible for both minor and major repairs to sub-marine hulls and superstructures. This work included
cutting, burning, grinding, drilling, and shapingmetals used on submarines. Twenty-five percent ofthe workers had not completed a service school and
75 percent were below pay grade E-4.

A summary of the personnel statistics we developed for eachIMA visited is presented in appendix III.

Navy's assignment policies
and possible alternatives

Navy officials stated that personnel are assigned totenders in the same manner as all operating surface ships basedon shortages and required replacements. Since the primarymissions of the Navy are sea missions, initial personnel

l/Enlisted personnel pay grades are E-1 thru 9. E-3 is onelevel higher than that received upon successful completionof recruit training.
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assignments are usually to sea duty. This practice resultsin many lower graded and inexperienced sailors being assignedto all surface vessels, including tenders.

We were told that shore IMAs are manned differently.
Shore IMA jobs have been developed primarily to provide sea-to-shore duty rotation. Personnel ordinarily are not assignedto a shore IMA until completion of a tour of shipboard duty.
By this time, the sailors are usually better trained and more
experienced.

Several assignment alternatives exist which, if imple-mented, could result in higher quality personnel being as-signed to tenders. One alternative is to assign personnel
to tenders only after completion of service schools.

In the Navy there are few skills which are solely dedicatedto repair maintenance assignments; so few people are repeatedlyassigned to IMAs as part of their sea-to-shore rotation. An-
other alternative would therefore, be to increase the numberof repair-dedicated personnel and rotate them between mobileand shore IMAs.

Officials told us that the Navy is currently considering
such IMA personnel assignement alternatives as one method toincrease the quality of IMA repair personnel. Another methodbeing considered is assigning civilians to shore IMA facili-ties. Some of these alternatives may be counterproductive
to the sea-to-shore rotation program and will have to beweighed accordingly.

Another aspect which should be considered in Navy anlaysesof IMAs is the potential for transferring personnel billetsfrom mobile IMAs to either shore activities or to reserve dutybillets. In the latter case the mobile IMA manning would bereduced in peacetime, presuming the wartime requirement ismore than that in peacetime, and reserves would be trainedin repair skills and supplment this manning in time of war.

These actions would provide a twofold benefit. Theywould reduce sea duty billets with their inherent morale prob-
lems. They would also improve the sea-to-shore rotation re-quirement first by reducing the number of personnel which
would have to rotate and second by providing for more billetsto which sea duty personnel can rotate. If the IMA level doesnot provide for enough billets to satisfy meaningful sea-to-shore rotation requirements, assigning military to shipyardsmay be an alternative. We recognize that problems associatedwith shipyard unions would have to be overcume.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND AGENCY COMMENTS

CONCLUSIONS

The Navy's intermediate maintenance program has evolved
to its current level without systematic consideration of many
basic issues. Scientific engineering studies are needed to
quantify IMA workload during both peace and war conditions.
These studies would enable the Navy to accurately estimate
the total IMA requirements and what portion of these require-
ments needs to be mobile.

Several opportunities exist to improve the efficiency
and economy of IMA peacetime operations. Some can be accom-
plished within the existing organizations. For these, the
Navy should:

--Perform only necessary work.

-- Improve workload screening and scheduling to assure
that the optimum trade-off is achieved between main-
taining skill proficiency, keeping personnel productive,
and repairing materiel economically.

--Improve IMA productivity. Improvements in IMA produc-
tivity have been impeded by the ineffectiveness of the
Navy's management information system and by a lack of
well-trained personnel assigned to repair shops.

--Improve IMA budgeting procedures so as to more accurately
project future requirements.

In addition, we believe that there is potential for dramatic
improvement in IMA operations. To realize this potential the
Navy should:

-- Define more specifically the types of work that should
be performed at each maintenance level, emphasizing
the wartime requirement, and then matching them against
peacetime needs.

-- Determine the most effective means for satisfying the
wartime requirement--IMA capabilities that are mobile,
located in the United States, located overseas, provided
with assistance from our allies, mobile-air-transportable,
or a combination thereof.
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-- Analyze cost differences between maintenance echelons
and between alternative approaches within the IMA level.
IMA productive labor is not necessarily less expensive
than depot-level productive labor. Also, shore IMAs
are more efficient and economical than mobile IMAs.

-- Assess the impact of changing maintenance concepts.
Some planned maintenance changes may significantly
reduce requirements at the IMA level.

Presuming that the wartime capability/capacity exceeds
that of peacetime, some of the alternatives available to promote
efficient and economic peacetime operations could be to:

-- Program work into the IMAs, not only from customer ships
but from all Navy activities.

-- Reduce the peacetime manning in the active forces and
in case of war supplement it with trained reserve per-

-- Deactivate mobile IMAs not absolutely necessary for
military emergencies and eliminate redundant IMA main-
tenance functions and work centers in certain geographic
areas and consolidate facilities ashore. Then provide
for a phased increase in activity as necessary for war.

-- Use any combination of the above.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of the Navy reassess the
intermediate maintenance program and take advantage of several
opportunities to reduce the cost of intermediate level main-
tenance. More specifically, we recommend that the Secretary:

-- Use scientific engineering analyses to (1) define the
maintenance work that should be performed at each main-
tenance level during peacetime and wartime and (2)
quantify total peacetime and wartime IMA requirements.
With such analyses, an optimum IMA effort can be de-
termined and minimum necessary mobile capacity can be
defined.

-- Assess the impact of new maintenance concepts on in-
termediate level requirements. Particular attention
should be given to the use of ballistic missile sub-
marine mobile IMAs not needed in the 1980s because
of the Trident program. These IMAs possibly could
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be used to replace older ones instead of building new
ones currently proposed.

-- Based on the above analyses, reassess (1) the need
for new mobile IMAs and deactivate those not absolutely
essential for wartime emergencies and (2) the need for
new shore IMAs in light of peace and war requirements.
Also, where feasible, reduce redundant IMA maintenance
functions and work centers in certain geographic areas,
and consolidate facilities at the more efficient and
economic shore-based activities.

-- Improve IMA productivity by (1) establishing an improved
management information system which uses labor standards,
tracks all labor hours, and controls the accuracy of
data, (2) evaluating personnel assignment alternatives
to identify means to improve IMA personnel training
and experience levels, (3) establishing procedures to
prevent unnecessary work from being done, and (4) where
certain proficiency skills are required to be maintained
in peacetime for wartime needs, improve procedures to
assure that the work scheduled is reasonably economical
to perfoim in relation to results achieved.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

The Navy generally concurred with our conclusions and
recommendations stating that we had correctly evaluated the
management problems. They added that the Navy has many exist-ing programs to correct the majority of problems we identified
and is acting to originate programs to deal with problems not
covered by existing programs.

We have included where appropriate the Navy's comment{
when they did not completely concur with our position or where
they believed their position needed clarification.

We commend the Navy for their efforts in trying to define
intermediate maintenance requirements. The difficult analyses
may require many years to complete. Because of this, we willcontinue to monitor the implementation of the recomemndations
in this report to determine whether the many issues raised are
addressed and whether effective corrective actions are taken.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20350

23 June 1977

Mr. Fred J. Shafer, Director
Logistics and Communications Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Shafer:

This is in reply to your letter of 16 March 1977 to thc
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller' - a-,ding "Navy's
Intermediate Ship Maintenance Can Be Improved", (OSD Case #4578).
The matter has been investigated and the results are provided in
the attached report.

Sincerely,

Edward Hidalgo
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics)
Enclosure
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Department of the Navy Reply

To

GAO Draft Report of March 1977

Navy's Intermediate Ship Maintenance Program

Can Be Improved

(OSD Case No. 4578)
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APPENDIX V APPENDIX V

1. Suary of GAO Findings and Rccomimeondations

Many opportunities exist to improve efficiency, economy,
and productivity of I'As. Scientific, engineered studies are
needed to quantify I:NA workload during both war and peace to
enable the Navy to accurately estimate IMA requirements. IBased
on these stud.es the need for new mobile I:'Ls and new shore
XMAs can be assessed. Other significant recol;.mcndatlons are
to improve work screening and schedulinc, improve the deflnitlon
of IMA level work, and establish an improved management
information system.

2. Summary of Department of the Navy Position

The GAO draft report conclusions and recommnunendations are
generally concurred in. The GAO has correctly evaluated the
management problems facing the Navy In developing the full
potential of the I.As. The Navy has many existing programs
which are intended to correct the majority of the problems
identified by the GAO, and is acting to originate aCditionca.
steps to 'correct those problems not correctable by the existi::g
programs.

Certain specific findings addressed in the body of the
report seem to reflect either misunderstar.inqs of Navy pol c,'
or possibly erroneous impressions dr'.::n from discussons ,;it2
officials not in a position to be fully informed of ::avy
policy in certain areas. These findings rec:ure co-:ment to
correct Wrron? impressions, to prevent misstatcment of .av.-y
policy or actions, and to state oNavy concepz .:here in disagree-
ment with GAO. Specific corments are providcc on these
findings in Section C of the detailed co;m.e:lts on the
following pages.

3. Statement

The Navy is vitally interested i:. the full development
of its IMAs, and is tziking evcry step withi:n its means to
improve I.'A perfor.ance. :,:uch progress has been achieved
already, and much more improvement is expected to be realized.
The Navy Ship Support Improvement Program, a many faceted
endeavor to develop an inter.rated, engir.eered ship maintenarce
strategy, contains the bull. of the program. which are dcsic-.ed
to improve the I'.t productivity, through t~Iining, improved
facilities, and Letter work definition. Cc-nmand attention at
every echelon has -esulted in many quick adins through rchcdule
stability and advance planning improvements.

In the section that follows detailed coljainents are provide-
on each conclusion (Section A) and rccc;%.cS;:dation r Section B;.
In Section C comments are p-ovidcd rtegar-nlrg, findings
discussed in the body of t.ec report.
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SPECIFIC COMrM:NTS ON CONCLUSIONS
AND IHECOZ.L9ENDATIO14S

A. CONCLUSIONS

1. GAO Finding, The Navy's intermediate maintenance program
has evolved to its current level of effort without systematic
review and consideration of many basic issues.

Navy Position. Concur in part only.

Statement. Since 1975, IMA's have received substantial
review, leading to the development of the following .pecific
projects aimed at developing an IIA1 capability equal to
the need in both wartime and peacetime, deployed and in the
United States:

Shore Intermediate Maintenance Activity (SIMA) Program -
to upgrade SIMi facilities to match today's state
of the art.

Tender and Repair Ship Upgrade Program - to modernize
older tenders and repair ships %which will remain in
the fleet until 1985) to match today's state of thc art.

IMA Training Plan - to train IYA personnel at all levels.

Mobile Repair Facilities Study - to determine the
number of tenders required for wartime, based on
wartime workload.

SIMA Mobilization Manpower Requirement Study - to
determine the size of the reserve force required at
SIMAs.

IMA Workload Analysis - Analyzed the peacetime IMA
workload and programmed resources to accomplish.

IHA Combat Systems Repair Cahility Improvement Program -
to upgrade in a coordinated way the capability of
XMAs to repair electronics and weapon systems.

Intermediate Maintenance Management System - Developed
a Navy-wide computer based ADP management system for
management of IMAs.

IMA Quality Assurance Requirements - To establish
wavy-wide quality assurance standards for IMA work.
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IHA Commerci.al Services Ml-anual - to set forth
instructions for SIMAs on handling 1MA work
contracted out.

IMA Productivity Objective Program - to establish
standard productivity measures and Navy-wide
standards of 1:IA productivity.
See digest, page v for GAO comments.

2. GAO rindina. Scientific, engineered studies are necdcd
to quantify tI;A workload during both peace and war conditicns.
These studies would enable the Navy to accurately cstinate
the total ItA. requircements and what portion of these
requircements needs to be mobile.

Navy Position. Concur. Such studies are being
imlpl emnl ted.

Statement. Two programs, both now underway, are being
conducted to solve a portion of this problem:

- Destroyer Fngineered O;e,3atinq Cycles - extends
intervals between overhauls by dctcrminina, through
engineering analysis, the precise rai;tennance
requirements for each level of maintenance, and
the schedule for accor.plisning the maintenance. 43%
Of the Navy's shins .ill be encompzssed in this
program by the mid 80's.

- FFG-7 class maintenance strategy - this new class of
ships is dcsignuA: with a small crew in order to
reduce the nu. ber of sailors required tomaintain the
ships. Much maintenance must be perfor;ei3 by I:.As.
Major nodernizat2.ons will occur at only 10-year
intervals. To achieve this the mainter.nance Is being
carefully pre-planned through encinceering analyses,
which will define the I:A\ requircecnts precisely.

In addition, the Navy is now engaged in a complete
analysis of its maintenance stratcgy, under the Ship
Support Improvemenc.t Procra... One of the tasks within the
maintenance strategy analvyls is to develop a logic to
determine the maintenance r---ulrements for all ships. Wi' th
this logic the I::. requirc..;cnts for every ship can be detcr{ie:_-
under any scenario or onaratc.nc condition. ':hen complec:i_
(analysis of ma.:ntenance rcqui;remens fcr a sample shi? are
scheduled ior compleieo:: by,' early FY 78) the total iLr%
requirements, both afloat and ashore, can be accurately
estimated. It m.ust be pointed out that this is technicallj
a very difficult and tine-consu;a.nl task, and may rec¢uire
many years to compiletc, using :he best enginoering and
analytical talent available in the Un:-tcd Stltes.
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3. GAO Finding. The Navy has begun to reassess its
maintenance program but its studies are not ad(lrcsfing many
key issues and some will not be complete for several years.

Navy Position. The Navy does not concur that Navy studies

or programs are not addressing many key issues.

Btatemenlt. The objective of the Ship Support Improvel;er.t
Program is to achieve an intcgrated, engineered ship mair.te.ance
strategy. Within this program the maintenance strategy
analysis is scrutinizing the entire maintenance system and

every existing institution. Although the full results are pyars
away, interim developments from this effort will be
implemented as soon as possible. In addition, the many short

term programc. listed in 1. above will provide improvements in

many of the key areas.
See digest, page v for GAO comments.

4. GAO Finding. Several opportunities exist to improve
the effici ncy and economy of IMA peacetime operations.

Navy Position. Concur.

Statement. Programs to improve efficiency are (described
in paria. 1 aoive).

- Shore Intermediate Maintenance Activity Program

- Tender and Repair Ship Upgrade Program

- lMA Training Plan

- Intermediate Maintenance Management System

- IMA Productivity Objective Program

Programs to improve economy are:

- IMA Training Plan (will reduce the job rejection rate)

- IMA Quality Assurance Requirements.

- IMA Productivity Improvement Program

5. GAO findinq. To do this (improve efficiency and econom.y.
the Navy should:

a. Perform only that work which is necessary.

Navy Position. Concur
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b. Improve workload screening and scheduling to assure that
the optimtw trade off is achieved between maintaining s'ill
proficiency, keeping personnel productive, and repairing
material economically.

Nas Position. Concur.

Statement. Improvement in this area has already been
realized, although more can be expected. Progress to date
has beesn achieved through high level cormand emphasis,
narticnlarly in scheduling. Ilavy is developing an expanr.de
intermediate level work definition to improve workload
screening.

c. Improve IflA productivity. Improvements in IMA
productivity have been impeded by the weakness in the tIavy's
management information system and a lack of well-trained
personnel assigned to repair shops.

Navy Position. Concur.

Statement. Some I:A productivity improvement has already
been achieved through:

(1) I..creased availability of repair parts through
fully funded parts requirements.

(2) Cv-rrnntiy implemented training for IMA
lepairmen and supervisors.

Nevertheless, much greater productivity improvements are
expected through the procranis listed in paracraph 4 above,
and througn en improved management informat-cn system.
The current system does not account for sufficient data to
accurately measure productivity. An earlier version of t;-.
system rwhich did provide adequate data. proved too Cu.bersc-7e,
and was revised to forln the current system. The Navy plans
to revise the system again upon reolacrment of the current

computer with a more modern computer ~.hich ;.rl1 make proper
data keeping much les cumbersome.

d. Improve IdA budgeting procedures to more accuratel:'

project future requirements. Current manpower requirements
are overstated.

4av-. Position. The Navy concurs that it :hould improve

IMA Lu ting procedures, but does not concur that current
manovcr requirements are overstated. Current manpower
requirements ax' believed to be understcted.
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statemont. Current manpower requirements are based on the

historical demand from custom;nr ships for repair services. To
project the historical workload into the future, the knownbaciklog
and the estimates of work requlired for new ships are added, and
the work required for old ships being retired is subtracted.
The projected workload is then ajusted for programmed productivity
increases. Thus the manpower requirement is a function of the
historical demand. That demand is a product, in recent years,
of crews that have been short of experience and petty officers.
Inexperienced ?crsonnel frequently fail to detect the need for

maintenance until a condition deteriorates to the point that the
machine fails, &nd depot repairs are required to restore it.
Inspections of open machinery during overhauls often reveal
conditions that could have been more easily corrected by an I::A

had the condition been detected earlier. As the experience level
increases aboard ship, the greater the expected demand for I;L':
repair services.

The maintenance strategy analysis will ultimately determine
analytically the workload at all maintenance levels, and define

the IMA workload fo. each ship type. The manpower requirenen:
can then be based upon an engineered, analytical workload.

See pages 30 and 31 for GAO comments.
6. GAO Finding. We believe that there is potential for drar.tic
improv-..ment in II.A operations. To confirm this potential the Navy
should:

a. Define more specifically the types of work that should be
performed at each maintenance level; emphasizing the wartime
requirement, then matching them against peacetimr.e needs.

Navy Position. Concur.

Statement. Navy is taking two actions to achieve this:

(1) Expanded defiitioa of intermediate level work.

(2) Maintenance strategy analys.s to determine all require-
ments and allocate them to maintenance levels.

b. Determine the most effective means for satisfying the

wartime requirement -- IMA capabilities that are mobile,located
in the U. S., located overseas, provided with assistance fro:n our
allies, mobile-air-transportable, or a combination thereof,

Navy Position. Concur.

Statement. The Navy is currently conducting a mobile repair

facifities study to determine the number of tenders and repair ships
needed for both wartime and peacetime.

c. Analyze cost differerces between maintenance echelons and

between alternate approaches within the IMA level. IMJA prcductive
labor is not necessarily less expensive than depot-levelr'prod1c-ive
labor. Also, shore If4As are more efficicnt 'and economical than

mobile ImAs.
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Navy Position. It is not obvious that analysis of cest
differenccc between maintenance echelons will lead to impro:cme:nt
in IMA operations. The Navy concurs that shore IlMAs are
mor efficient and cconomical than mobile IMA.s. However, the
necessity for mobile IMAs in wartime makes it necessary to
retain tenders and repair ships as a portion of the total I:.'.A
capability.

d. Assess the impact of changing maintenance concepts.
Some planned juaintenance changes may significantly reduce
requirements at the IMA level.

Statement. This conclusion is being carried out throuch
the analyses being conducted in the Destroyer Engineered Operatin:
Cycle program, FFG-7 prcgram, and the maintenance strategy
analysis. It is doubtful that significant gains can be four.
here, though, because the Navy is short of qualified maintenance
personnel at all maintenance levels.

7. GAO finding. Presuming that the wartime capability/capacity
exceeds that in peacetime, some of the alternatives available
to promote efficient and economic peacetime operations could be tc:

a. Program work into the IMAs not only from customer ships
but from any and all Navy activities to maintain high produCLi it-'.

Navy Position. This is now done to a limited degree in certaln
shops, such as the foundry where such wo-k is proqra:m.r.ed .o
maintain proficiency and safe operating procedures.

b. Reduce the peacetime manninj; in the active forces a:d
supplement it with trained reserve personnel in war.

Navy Positicn. Do not concur. Peacetime manning is base(d on

peacetime workload. Wartime reserve augmentations for i'L;s arr
programmed to enlarge the workforce for expected wartime workleads.

See page 41 for GAC comments,
c. Deactivate mobile IMAs not absolutely nece rary for

military emergenc:es, and/or elirminate redundant I:. maintcnanC2
functions and work centers in certain geographic areas and
consolidate facilities ashore. And provide for a phased increase
in activity as necessary for war.

Navy Positions. Mobile I:4As not necessary for either peaccc:r.!
deployed support see stntcmrent page 76. C.2) or wart..le recuire-

ments should be u,,activaed. However, the Navy finds it
militarily imprac-ical to consolidate 1.A% functions anrd or"
centers ashore in certain geographic areas.

Statement. The Navy's Mobile Repair Facilitics Study is
aimed at determining the nurmtr of afloat IMAs, based on wartime
needs. Those afloat iti\s that are remaining must kcr. all
their work cente:s operating in ordcr that thyv, be lully c Le_>_c
in wartime. It is anticipatc¢d that tenders and rcpair ship
will deploy early in any %:artimc scenario, and thercfore will

not be able to conduct a phased increase in activity in wartir 2.
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In order to ensure efficient loading of all work centors in each
geographic area, the Navy has established IMA coordinators who
monitor work center loading and balance work assignmonts so that
overloading and underloading do not occur.
S·e page Ai for GAO comments.

,B KRCOIMENDATIONS

1. GAO Finding. Uce scientific engineered analysis to (a)
define the maintenance work that should be performed at each
maintenance level during peacetime and wartime, and (b)
.quantify total.peacetim.e and wartime IMA requirements. With
such analysis, an optimum IMA level of effort ra:n Lb dutermin.e
and minimum necessary mobile capacity can be defined,

Navy Position. Concur.

Statement. Analysis is currently beinn conducted for the
new FFG-7 class of ships and ships to be placed under the
destroyer engineered operating cycles. In the long run such
analysis will be conducted for all ships by the maintenance
requirement logic being developed by the maintenance strategy
analysis.

The current Mobile Repair Facilities Study will assess
the number of tenders and repair ships required based on today's
best projections of workloads in peacetime and in wartime.
When the long range maintenance strategy analysis is completed,
and the :orkload is defined analytically, a redetermination of
the mobile repair facilities required can be made as recommended
by the GiSO.

2. GAO Findinq. Assess the impact of new maintenance concepts
on intermediate level requi.ements. Particular attention shull:
be given to the use of ballistic missile submarine mobile 1:-!As
not needed in the 1980's because of the Trident Program. Thes3
IMAs possibly could be used to replace older ones insteid uf
building those new ones currently proposed.

Navy Position. Concur.

Statement. The recommended assessment is alreacy being
conducte- by the Naval Sea Systems Commar.nd. lHcweve., in regard
to the use of ballistic missile submiarinre mobi'e IMAs, the
establishment of the TRlDN1]T base will not eliminate the need
for afluat tznder support of SSDNs on the East Coast. Long
range plAns do exist. New TRID!'NT sub.marines will go to the
West Cocst. However, several ol'der SSrNs will be backfittcd tz
carry ThlDIENT missiles and tendcr support will be required
through 'he 1980's. POLARIS SS3Ns will be operational for scwre
time to come. Nlew TRIDENT submarines, if deployed in the Atlantic,
will not be assigned to CONSUBLANiT until the late 1980's.
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3. GAO Findina. Based on tho above analyacs, reasscss (1)

$ho nc'd -- 'new mobile X:.Ls and deactivate those not
absolutely essential for wartimc amcrigencicn, (2) the need
-or now choro .MLs in light of peace and war requircmcnts.

LU.r~ where feas'ble, reduce redundant I:A maintenancc
functions and wor; centers in certain gcographic areas, and

consolidate facilities at the more cfficient and economic
shore-based activities.

Nuivv Position. The Navy concurs that when the analyses

are coiaoletc it .ust reassess the need for new mobile 1I:-s and
now shore IMZAs. The Navy does not concur that it can consolidate
facilities ashore, except where mobile ITA dcactivations take
nlace.

Statement. The afloat I:MAs must continue to operate
all tciir work centers in order that they be fully capable
in wartime. It is anticipated that tenders and repair ships
will deploy early in any wartime scenario, and therefore
must remain fully operational in peacetime to maintain
proficiency levels. Therefore, it is impractical to consolinate
work centers ashore foc oper-ting mobile I:.As. The ;avy has
established I:A ccordinators in every port who monitor %:crk

center loading in all the I:.:s in that port and assign I.A
work in a way 'hat work center overloading and underloading
do not occur.

See page 41 for GAO comments.
4. GAO Findirc. Improve I:.A productivity by (1) establishing
an improvc .:anage.en; infcrmation systc:n which uses labor
standards, tracks all labor hours, and controls the accuracy
of data, (2) evaluating pcrsonnel assicnment alternatives to
identify means to ;:mprove l:.-' pDcrsonnec traini.n and c::,er-c.ce
levels, (3) establishing nrocedures to insure th. unnecesEary
work is not perfor .cd, and (4) where certain prof'ciency s:_ils
are required to be maintained in pcacetimec or wartine nceds,
improve procedures to assure that the work sc;heduled is
reasonably economic to perform in relation to results achieved.

Navy Position. Concur.

Statement. The Navy now has several programs in being

to improve productivity, specifically:

-. Shore Intermediate lMaintenance Act:vity Program

- Tender and Repair Ship Upgrade Program

- IMA Training Plan

- intermediate Maintenance Management System

- fIA productivity objective program

- IlA Quality Assurance Requirements
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In the long term Navy, under the maintenance strategyanalysis, is developing an improved mahagcment informationsystem.

Regarding the recommendation to establish procedures toinsure that unnecessary work is not performed, such proceduresnow exist. Screening by officials designated by the ship typeCommanders is specified in current maintenance directives.
Work such as wood making and typewriter repairs areauthorized tc keep underutilized shcDs productive, in orderthat proficiency end shop safety procedures can bemaintained. The IMA trainina slan and tender upgradeprogram will improve the capability level of many low-capability shops and make it possible for them to accepta wider range of repair tasks, and, therefore, performmore necessary work.

C. COtI4/NTS ON REPORT TEXT

1. GAO Finding (page 8). ...the Navy has made only the mostelementa y efzorts to establish its wartime requirements.

Navy Position. Do not concur.

Statement. The Navy is currently conducting a mobileRepair Facilities Study which will determine wartime .obile IMArequirements using the following:

(a) Repair workload which will project peacetime repairdemands into a wartime operating scenario.

(b) Battle damage based upon a study (SEP-IIX I CampaiqnAnalysis) which used war-gaming techniques to determine batt'.ulosses and battle damage.

The Navy has comolctcd a study (January 1977) of the wartimeworkload for shor.e IEAs, based upon the same two factors listedabove.

See pages v, 9, 15 and 21 for GAO comments.
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2. GAO Findinc, (page 11). ...the reasons cited by the
Navy for not ccT:ssierlng hore-based I:.N's in Lurope do
not appear to be valid, at least for the Europoan theater.

Navy Position. Do not concur with this observation.

* Statement. Navy forces must be sclf-sufficicnt insofar
as is puoslbie. The intcermcd.ate level of maintenance 's .rr
of the op.Drating forces, a-.d exists to keep ships at sea. in
wartime (and to keeo ships c-,cratio:ially rca:y in pcazct me)
Naval forces must b e able to conduct sustairc:l operatio;ns
anywhere in the w.orld. Retaining a :inimun -o.i.e r.?a.r
force i: just as vita'. to that capability as is havil.n adeq-uate
mobile locistics support, or having adecuate :prsonncl. Thmission of the ::avy differs frcm that of the :;rm.v and Air ore.
Our carriers, their aircraft, and their escorts are desricn;. to 'beindependent frcm shore support for long peric-!s. The M-obi!. M'r
arc essential to maintaining the material rea.iiness of the Nv'-'"s
ships anywhere in the world. Tradini off tendecs and r oppir si!ip_
for shore based Il'Vs w;ould reduce the Navy's capaDility to operat e

_effectively world-wide.

See page 11 for GAO comments.

3. GAO Finding (page 12)

Althouch there are no s!.ore I'lAs in the 'acific ;.rte, t'erc
are four re:air facilitie s :icn co de-ot level t.'pe :..c. a:-.
are capable c pf e o-'rin; I:'W work. They are lccatec .n
Pea.' Harbor, Haw-aii, Guam, Phili:pines a-d Jap.n. ':o. o.tCn
the mobileI':As in the Pacific are in the same ports %.-cre
these facilizies ire located. This co-loc.:ticn was al-o true
during the :.avy's r.:'.t intensive action sir.ce the :Kore:n.:
i.e., the Vietna:.. conflict. ::obilitv doc- not appear co have
been a key factor in maintcnance of ships in the Pacific in
recent history.

As ev-idenced in congressicnal testi-ory;., the Navv has
been, because of eccnomics, a -'.. t-t-o to b'ase do:,.n :he Gn:
tvpair facilitv anr. .n.ov the rcpair ,or, to thoe hili D::s
and Japan. Accordinco to tC:%', it is less e.o.C::slve tc r-aor
ships in the Phili:'pln..s becacse of the labor CCots ad. lCess
expcnsive for ships to go to and from theii norr.al opuratin?
areas.

This does not appear to be consistent wit. the ::avv's
previously s-attd overseas tsing conocern c: Jecparcd. :rc.
political change. Guam is a U.S. territory, not in jeopard? cf
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boing lont politically or subject to negotiation for its us0.If we presume that the renair facilitics in the Philippinesand Japan will be available in war, serious questions can beraised on the need for all of the inobilc I:'As planned for th.ttheater.

- ...... Navy Position. Additior.nl conideratigns should be diac::.sad
1 to proper ystuTe- the N,.'vy's position regarding the £ ip RepairFacilities (SRds) i~' re1ation Co i'obile IMA requirements.

Statement. The Western Pacific - Indian Ocean is a hucearea. Little direct I:,A support can be gained from the S. s'for ships operating in warti.re in the majority of that re:icn,where distances are as great as from Euroze to the U. S.The SRFs do not fulfill the repair support recuirements ncccssear-for the sustained operatricn of Naval forces in remote arcas ofthe world in wartime. The Viet::a.t %ar was unique in thazrospect, because Subic Bay is reasonably close to Vietann.But the mobile I.;MAs supor.ting the fleet during the Vietn..amWar often moored at Vun. Tau, An Thoi and DN::ang, where t:heycould provide direct sup-orlt to Navy forces very near the sceneof the conflict. Further-ore, the Naiy surnorted its craft inVictnatmesa waters with sh;-.s moored in the rivers of V'ct:-,-.and just offshore, very near the areas of intense fi-ht:r.. Theseships provided i.-=cnsc support that was i.possible for S-'.Subic nay to provide. Wit,.out these ships the rivcrine warfarecould not have been conducted.

In peacetime the ?:avv can choose its operating areas, andports of call, and can thcrccre recain as clcse to th^ Ss
as it desires. The forces are there for ranid applica:ic.. c:seapower if needed. The deployed nobile I:':; is there to su-ror=.the forces if such a contincencv' arises. And while it is'deployed its repair capacity is ut lized to its fullest.

If it were known that hostilities would not ariserequiring Naval forces in WZS-?AC, a deployed mobilei: I:'would not be necessary; S:-s could provide r:ost of the recuired
support. It is the requirement to be readyv to deoloy 11. S.Naval forces to a trouble soot ar.ywhere that recuireithe continued deploy:.!ent of'a no)ile IMA with the Seventh
Fleet.

The SRFs, on the other hand, pro4ide a depot capabil it.in the theatre fcr wartime use. T"e dis1tances from an.-.:;her
in ':ESTPAC to CONUS, or even Pearl H:arcr, are so vast 'thasteza:ir.:9 cr to-wina a ea-ac ;!5.dip .a.c:. to U. S. shi-jy-:y._z 2:a2far more ri:;r. (bo=h in v.-er3_ - i to :.c ene.v and ndanger of sink:inc) tha.n to a WLST:'AC 'SP. In the deter:.in..:-.cnof the nrxvber o' -cbila I:'a:s rcsu:red, ho:;cvcr, a ccntri_.:;_nby the SrFs tcwar.d the in±cr..ccate work.:o' is accOu:c :See page 12 for GAO comments.
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4. GAO Findcinq (page 16). The Victnam effort excm:lwlifictl i
periid o' iur- 'ca-ud tiLmpo without Sicjnificant chi;ants In 1::;
workload.

Navy Position. Do ?not concur.

Statement. Aithouch the demand placed upon the II';s did
not siqlli/icf.fnly chanrce, the poor niatrrial conditioc: of :Leh
Navy's ships az thc end of the war indicates that much re-ucilrca
maintenance had not bccn acco;m.plished.

See page 16 for GAO comments.

5. GAO Findina (page 20). No wartime role has been establishi:l
for most of the Navy's shore-basecd I;iuAs.

Navy Posit'on. Since the co;muletion of t:.c GAO surve',
a study has been complcted which establishes a wartimne rolc
for shorc-based I:i'is.

See pages 21 and 22 for GAO comments.
6. GAO Findinr (page 22). Because of the extensive shorc-
based miaintenance can-si'itv in the Pacific area, t!-e r.eecd
for any deployed I:A capability in peacetic: e could ,,e
questioned.

Navy Position. Please see iteml C.3. .bove.

7. GAO Findinc (page 23). Althoer::!h the tize of th,: flee_.
doubled dur,:;g 'v:et. -.%, .t:c I:bA's role was ;not vita! in
retulrning the ships to their battle station: _., th-erefore,
their need, especially i:, a r.obile form, is qcuestic:mbe.

Navy Posit`c7. The Navy does rot conc::r that 1te role c'
XJMAs in VietC;;am is a valid basis for q-gsticning tne-r
wartimre need.

Statcrent. Please see the ntatceent in itermi C.3. a'ove.
See page 16 for GAO comments.

8. GA1O Findirn (page 23). The Ny'.;y is trying to phase out
the faciility in G;am, a U. S. Tcrr.tory ar.d not in Deorr2" cf
being los;, and :ncrese the !.ai!::c:ance activ:ty on non-U.S.
soil in the Philippines an. Japan.

Navy Position. The Navy does not concur.

Statement. The need for SR-' CGuLa and the vul;:era:bilit'
of Sl"' Sub.)c ;ay are reco:i:zede by thle :;avv. There has benr. a
general decrease in receair de'anc a% all o: the s.';s since
the end of the Vietr.lm War. A sinif ic:nt -r':ion of the
workload at SRF Guam was the overhaul of Vietnacuse ships.
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That workload has disappeared, along with the support for
PG'o, whose homoport was changed from Guam to CO::US in
1974. There is, however, no intent to phase out SRF Guam.

(ie& page 24 for GOO coments.
9. GAO Pindina (page 26). We believe there are several
opportunitie to ir.provo I:*. efficiency az;d reduce maintun.nce
oosts. To reaseoss its peacetime maintenance requircements
and achieve certain economic benefits, the N:avy should;

-- Analyze all maintenance requirements to define the
tyres of work that should be perforr;ed at each maintenance
level -- organizational, intermediate, and depot.

-- Validate total intermediate maintenance requirements
using scientific workload analyses and accurate
historical data to arrive at realistic estimates of
total manpower needs. The Navy's current requirements
estimates are overstated.

- Evaluate the economic differences among the various
maintenance levels with particular attention to the
economic advantages of shore I:A's. Also, the
feasibility of consolidating redundant capabilities
in certain geographic areas should be studied.

-- Assess current work tasks to eliminate non-essential
and uneconomical work.

-- Consider the impact of changing maintenance cencepts
on the total maintenance strategies and requirements.

Navy Position. Concur.

Statement. Please see the coi:vnent on item A.2 and A.6.

10. LAO Findina (page 28). The Navy plans to expand the
Equipent :.i;alntenance Related :aterial program in fiscal year
1977 at a cost of $74 million. ;.owever, no analyses have been
made to measiur, the corresponding impact on recuirements at the
I'A ard depot levels. In addition, the Navy has not measured
the true success of the prosram--wheth2r real economies and
efficiencies were obtained by ccmpleting rore mnintenance tasks
at the organizational level versus the other maintenance levels.

Navy Position. Do not concur.

Statement. The prog2am is an inticti-'e to provide shibscard
personnel wit1 the full level of resources needed to pay :or repair
parts used in organizational level mainten.incc. It was initia:ad
as a test in FY 1976 with 38 test ships, tha initial results
of which have permitted a $26 million reduction in depot level
emergent repuir funds in the 1973 budcjet request. The test is
being expanded in FY 1977, and as more results are evaluated,
additional refinements can be made.

See page 28 for GAO comments.
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11. GAO F'illdina (page 28). w:o found many ovcrrtatc;:c-nts
in th--histrca'l i:rIrTion uscd by the I Navy for projec i::
ito future 1:hA wori:load and nanpower needr.. As a rosult,
Navy's estimated future IIA porsonncl requirelncmuts are also
overs toated.

Navy Position. Do not concur.

Stantc,.e nt. Even though some insotanccs occur of over-
statelealts o; .prcductive outDut, the Navy believe!; that

thfi is far of:sett by a situation ralaztcd to the shortaqgc

of fxpericnccd petty officers ;,board ship. B3ccause of t-.e
low cx:pericncu level, shios' crc:.:s are vna;ble to identify
all work that is reoui.rc¢. rracucnrly, a deter;orated
condition is o.,cerloo:ed that, if detected at that tine,
could be ccrrccted at the I:.; level. UndetCct.dci, the corditicn
worsens until a more serious -robcl devclop:, oftcn which
requires depot assistance to repair. Thus, all the work

that should bc sub: ittc. to I:'s is lot idtific-. To allcvlatc
the cxperience level problem, the Navy now fully :anis quantiatC,-c'.y
all authorized sea billets and, becrinning is FY 7P, will fully
tuna thie training account:. To prevent continuation of

overstating pr.oducti'.e outouut tha ::avv has ini.: t.c:d the
measurement of productive man.-hour: ; pcnr.ced per wor.': rccuest

cormp)eted, as an additicr., ii ..casure of proc.ucti\:. t.

Formcriv, only the productive man-hours c: per.ed pCr clay %:c:'e
reportcd. The latter recort tends to enc:our:'ace ovCrst.atcu

productivity re-ortinc, %.hereas the new r measure r.:j.rds
the fewer productive hours per job as desirable. It is
believed that use of t':e tw:o mcasures topc'ther ;:ill h;olp o
prolmote accurate reporting.

See pages 30 and 31 for GAO comments.
12. GAO rin.din (page 30).

Based on discussions with sho: supervisors and our tests

of the rFo'--ing s.ste:.., we bele.ve the rmajority of the
difference i; eue to an overstatec:-ent of ,roc'uct-ve staff-
hours. Uelow are soleceid ex:?'vles sho'wi:3a t:hc rcsultt of

the comparison. (3rd Quarter FY 76 with 3rd Quartcr FY 75).

Percentace Percentace

increase (dcerease) increase (decren}e)

IlA in jobs cc-n]:eci in staff-hou:rs _s._

USS S1tION LtAIE (19) 64

USS L.Y. SPEAR (12) 77
USS FilE:;A:DOAii 17 67
USS PRTEUS 22 57
USS PItVs RIE 61 127
USS ,i%::UIlL GO:'PERS 7 45
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NaVY P:; i Lion. 'ho Navy strongly disagrees with the
conclusion cir.iwInI oy CA, and with the displlay of the data
above without discussing all the factors that are involved.

Statement. Diring the period involved the following
situato--aiiian' procectures occurred, in an effort to improve
IMA support of the fleet:

a. Instituted Quality Assurance procedures, which
add significantly to productive hours required for each job.

b. Augmented repair personnel with personnel from
other departments to increase productive output.

c. Worked appreciable amount of overtime. Theovertime hours are not recorded separately, nor are they
considered as time available to do work.

These items increase the productive hours out of proportion
to the increaecd number of jobs cc'pleted, due to the
addition c' quality assurance standards. Yet quality work
will mean lorger lasting repairs, and, therefore, a reduced
workload in the lone run.

See pages 30 and 31 for GAO comments.
13. GAO Findiniz (page 33). Our analysis shoawed that the
averaqge hour f p-ouct1cve labaor at an I:.LI costs: First
method: $27.0sO -- Short I':A $2).35, F:obile I:1A S30.66.
Second method $-]6.59 ... Shore I:!A $32.98, Mobile I:.A $61.19.
At the shipyard level an average hour of productive labor
cost $23.51.

Navy Position. Do not concur.

Statement. Navy calculations for the 1976 budget show thecost of productive labor at a shore IM.' to nt $26..55 per hour,including labor, overhead, training, support, military ben-ei:s,and material. A direct comparison Jetween productive labor
costs at I.As and shipyards is not valid. l.ade skills differbetween civilians and -nilitarv, anJ in gencr;-L more civilian
personnel are roequired than nmilitcty to acco-,i lish the
same job. In aduition, the definition of"pro;iuctive labor"
differ between ImbAs and shipyards.

See pages 33 and 34 for GAO comments.
14. GAO Findinq (page 35)... estimated cost for a new shore
IMA is S39 -rl ion.

Navy Position. Navy averagr- estimated cost for a new shore
IMA is $35.6 million.

15. GAO Finding (pages 35 to 3U8

For tenders, the actual o:!,cntacc of :ersonnel avail.blle forcustomer work tc totaol shipu il.':iing ranc:ecd :rmn to 18 !)p:r'~iThe ra'Lm;e for shore i::A's was I' to 39 aorc. nt. I',-:cent.sesf of
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productive hours used on self maintenance varied on tenders
from 10 to 54 perccnt '%itIh 29 puccunt as an avcracg. Forshore IMA's, this figure ranged irom 0 to 14 percent wich9 percent as an average.

The following table summarizes some of the economic differences
between an average tender and an average shore IMA.

Average Averaqe
Tendcr Shore I:.;A

Estimated replacement cost (millions) $260 $39
Estimated cost uer productive staff-hour

(note a) $61.19 $32.98
Overhead personnel to productive

personnel ratio 3.1 to 1 1.8 to 1Percent of productive hours used 29 9
for self-maintenance

Percent of total personnel supporting
needs of customer ships 13 28

Navy Po.Jtion:. Do not concur with the findings shownabove or displayed in pages 36 and 37 of the report.

Statement. :avy determination of percent of total mobileIMA hours :vwall,ible for customer ::aintenance. support is asfollows (using same basis figures as GAO).

AFLOAT I::;

Persons hours 

Total average manning 100 930 1,867,440Repair departnm:nt personnel 44 408 819,264
Repair departme:.t personnel

assigned to repair
work (58% of time) 25 237 475,896Repair departr.encr personncl
assigned to customer
repair work (71% of time)
(remaining rime on self
maintenance) 18 168 337,344

SHORE I:IA

_% Persons Hours*

Total average manning 100 479 961;632Repair dopartment personnel 76 353 708,824Repair dcpartrm(, t personnel
assigned to repair
work (57% of time) 42 201 403,C60

*one man-year equals 2008 hours, vice 2080 used by GAO which
ignors nine national holiuays.
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Repair department personnel
assigned to customer
repair work (912 of
the time) (remaining
time on self-
maintenance 38 183 367,464

*one man-year equals .2008 hours, vice 2080 used by GAO which
ignore nine national holidays.

The GAO considers only those people assigned to direct
productive labor au available for customer maintenance
support. It does not include supervisors, managers, shop
supply personnel, planning and estimating personnel, repair
coordination, radiation control personnel, repair office
personnel, etc., as contributing to co'stomer maintenance
support. However, the function of providing maintenance
support could not be performed without both productive
and productive support personnel. The Navy considers
productive support as essential as the direct productive
labor, and believes the following table accurately reflects
the facts:

Average Average
Tenders Shore It'A

Estimated rcpla-ement cost
(millions) $260 $35.6

Estimated cost per productive
staff-hours 61.19** $26.55

Overhead personnel to productive
personnel ratio 2.13 to 1 .85 to 1

Percent of productive hours
used for self- maintenance 29

Percent of total personnel
supporting needs of customer
ships 11 30

**GAO Figure See page 38 for GAO coments.
16. GAO Finding. (pages 43 to 46) Questionable work.

Navy Position. The Navy concurs that some work identified
by the GAO could have been done more cheaply by contractors.

Statement. Please see the statement on item B.4., page 10.
Intermediate level maintenance is direct maintenance; much of
which is unscheduled. IMA's must frequently respond within
minutes to emergency ship repair requircmcnts, in order to
maintain ships' readiness. The IMA's must themselves be ready
at all times to respond to ship casualties in peacetime, and to
support the fleet in wart.me. For that reason all I"b% work
centers must be maintained in a fully operational condition. If
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work is as.4igned to contractors solely becauno it can be
performed 1loore cheaply, a few of the small, tpccializud work
centers :ay be underutilized. Th.-se work cnLtors are assigned
the minil.umn number of personnel required to be effective (for
example, t:~nder foundry - 10 men, typewriter repair - 4 men,
pattern shop - 7 men). The cost of the personnel assigned
to these wjrk centers rerm;ains whethcr utilizud or not, and the
cost of the contractor-performed work increases by the cost
of'the idle IDiA military personncl. Furthermore, the proficiency
of the work center personnul is difficult to !naicntain if the
work center is not. constantly exorcicsd. In foundries, safe
operation is dependent upon a full time, full. utilized work force.
For these reasons, the Navy schedulus sufficient work in all
work centers to fully utilize the assigned work force.
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE FR

ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE:

Harold Brown Feb. 1977. 'resentDonald Rumsfeld Nov. 1975 Feb. 1977James R. Schlesinger, Jr. June 1973 Nov. 1975ittliam P. Clements, Jr. (acting) Apr. 1973 June 1973Elltot L. Richardson Jan. 1973 Apr. 1973

ASSSTANT SECRETAReiy ODEF :: E
(INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS):
Dale R. Babione (acting) Jan. 1977 PresentFrnk A. Schrontz Feb. 1976 May 1977John T. Bennett (acting) Apr. 1975 Feb. 1976Arthur T. Mendolta Apr. 1973 Mar. 1975iugh kcCollough (actng). Jan. 1973 Apr. 1973

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(MANPOWER AND RESERVE AFFAIRS):
arl W. Clewlow Feb. 1977 May 1977David P. Taylor June 1976 Feb. 1977John F. Ahearne (acting) Feb. 1976 June 1976William K. Brehm Sept. 1973 Feb. 1976

ASSTSTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(MMIPOSER RESERVE AFFAIRS AND

LOGISTICS):
Dr. John P. White May 1977 Present

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

SE;RETArY OF THE NAVY:
William 6. Clayton, Jr. Feb. 1977 .resentJ. William Middendorf II Apr. 1974 Jan. 1977John W. Warner Nay 1972 Apr. 1974

CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS:
Adm. James L. Holloway III July 1974 PresentAdm. Elmo R. Zumwalt. Jr. July 1970 July 1974

The offices of Assistant Secretary of Deftese for Instal'%tons and
Logistics and Assi.;tnt Secretary of Defense for Manpower and ReserveAffairs were merged in May 1977.
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